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50th ~NNIVERSARY FUND
ACHIEVES SUCCESS
ROBERT PIERCE, DIRECTOROF DEVELOPMENT
IN her Commencement Day announcement of the achieve-
ment of the $3,100,000 Anniversary Fund objective,
President Park spoke particularly of the part the alumnae
played in the success of the campaign. She said:
"The magnificent cooperation of the alumnae of
the College has been the most important single
factor in the Fund program. They have acted as
chairmen of our 34 area groups in 20 states and
have served on area committees which had a total
membership of 750 people. And as if this were
not enough, they have contributed themselves in
gifts and pledges, $1,096,109 which is more than
35% of the total fund. The participation of grad-
uates of this College in the Fund surpasses the
participation of the graduates of any other College
in any similar fund with which I am acquainted.
Namely, at the moment, the participation of our
graduates in this Fund amounts to 72.3% of the
total group. This is an extraordinary and a heart-
warming figure and could only have come about
through the most intense hard work on the part of
the alumnae organization."
This was most deserved praise and it leaves nothing
unsaid as recognition of an appreciation for this outstand-
ing record of alumnae support of the College. You would,
I have no doubt, like to know of some other highlights of
this record participation.
The alumnae accounted for 4,600 or 70% of the total
number of contributors to the Fund.
The average alumna gift was $217.
Of the 7,800 active alumnae, graduates and non-grad-
uates, 59% participated in the Fund.
Of the 4,200 graduate alumnae (on which participa-
tion is customarily based among colleges) 3,760 contrib-
uted in one way or another. This is the 72.3% rate of
participation to which President Park refers.
The following Area Committees secured an alumnae
participation above the general average:
New Jersey Mrs. Edwin B. Hinck
Milwaukee Mrs. Norman D. Cota, Jr.
Waterbury Mrs. Charles Nininger





Providence Mrs. F. Steele Blackall III 90%
Worcester Mrs. Harold M. Constantian 90%
Boston Mrs. Harold Blanchard 87%
New Haven Mrs. Edward D. Walen 85%
San Francisco Mrs. James E. Palmer 84%
Philadelphia Mrs. Elwyn Seelye II 83%
Hartford Mrs. Reeves Morrisson 81%
Denver Mrs. Richard C. Shepard 81%
Southeastern Conn. Mrs. James W. Morrisson 80%
Baltimore Mrs. Paul C. Wolman, Jr. 77%
The Class Agents, whose campaign activities began in
November 1960, increased the participation of their class
groups in the subsequent months by 14%. Here are the
classes that effected an increase at or above this general
average:
Class Class Agent Participation Increase
1922 Mrs. David H. Yale 72% 27 %
1960 Miss Debbie A. Stern 27% 24 %
1933 Miss Victoria Stearns 58% 16 %
1958 Mrs. Robert Creighton 57% 15 %
1959 Miss Barbara L. Quinn 27% 14.4%
1930 Mrs. W. Brownell Freeman 58% 14.4%
1919 Dr. Ruth A. Anderson 72% 14.1%
1945 Mrs. Joseph Wissman 71% 14 %
Now, as this is written (July 28), the total of the
Anniversary Fund has reached $3,138,000, Actually, the
campaign will not be officially over until the Fiftieth An-
niversary celebration in October brings the commemoration
of this happy milestone in the College's history to a close.
Meantime, continued giving to the Fund will be most
welcome.
The conclusion of the Fund will also date the resump-
tion of alumnae annual giving. Plans for this will be
announced later, but a preview of them will interest you.
The College will be inaugurating a well-defined long-range
development program in which will be envisioned its needs
and objectives for the next ten years or so and its plans
for realizing these ends. The alumnae will have a major
role in the program and their regular annual giving will
be a vital part of it. It will be conducted through the joint
efforts of the Development Office of the College and your
Alumnae Association and in coordination with all other
fund-raising activities of the College.
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Highlights of the Annual Meeting
of the Alumnae Association
WINIFRED NIES NORTHCOTT, Secretary
SARAH Pithouse Becker '27, President, presided at the
annual meeting of the Alumnae Association held on
Saturday morning, June 17, 1961 at 10:00 a. m. in Palmer
Auditorium. She announced that an agreement between
the Board of Trustees of the College and the Alumnae
Association has been drawn up to provide for a united
program of annual giving. This program will begin in
1961-1962 and will be put on a three year trial basis.
Details of this project will be forthcoming in the fall.
For all alumnae it will mean a picking up, a resumption
of what has been known as the annual Alumnae Fund;
now it will go forward in cooperation with the college.
During this period, the College will underwrite the budget
of the Alumnae Association.
She announced the creation of two new committees:
Personnel Chairman, Marion Thompson '46, and Histor-
ian, Rosamond Beebe Cochran '26.
The president has attended all committee meetings
and has presided at Alumnae Day, Alumnae Couno I, the
all-alumnae Reunion programs, the Alumnae-Senior Din-
ner and the Tea for daughters of Alumnae.
The Budget of the Association for 1961-1962 of
$42,600 was presented by the Finance Committee Chair-
man, Nancy Mayers Blitzer' 45, and was accepted by the
assembly.
Marion Nichols Arnold '32, Chairman of the Scholar-
ship Committee, announced that the recipient of the
Alumnae Scholarship for 1961-1962 is Linda Bailey '62,
daughter of Barbara Bent Bailey '29.
Jane Griswold Holmes '33, Reunion Chairman, said,
"My report to you is in terms of volume of turnout and
quantity of participation in Alumnae College. In numbers
312 returned for reunion and 67 for Alumnae College."
The out-going Chairman of Club Relations, Virginia
Eggleston Smith '24, gave a three-year report (1958-1961)
of the activities within her area. Excerpts are as follows:
During this period, investigated, formulated and.
put into effect were the following;
1. Basic rules for issuance and renewal of charters,
record of dates on file in the Alumnae Office.
2. Establishment of an Alumnae Council Traveling




(Continued from page 4)
Fund, to assist representatives coming to Council
from a distance.
3. The method of reimbursing Faculty and Adminis-
tration personnel, who speak at Connecticut College
Clubs, by having the Alumnae Office pay directly
to the person involved, and then billing the Club.
Letters were written to every Club:
1. at the beginning of term of office.
2. in connection with the review of charters. (Statistics
compiled from answers on file in Alumnae Office)
Follow-up was done where necessary.
3. explaining the purpose of the Traveling Fund, and
asking for Club support. (List of Clubs partici-
pating on file in Alumnae Office)
Eleven issues of the Connecticut College Club Com-
munique were sent out.
As of now, there are 36 Connecticut College Alumnae
Clubs. Four of these were formed during this term -
Columbus, Litchfield County, Nassau-Suffolk, and Southern
Maine. The "Peninsula Club," a break-off from Northern
California, is in the process of organizing.
Your Executive Secretary and Club Relations Chairman,
either together or singly, have visited 30 clubs, leaving 6,
which should soon be covered by a member of the Alum-
nae Association Board. In addition to the organized clubs
there has been a gathering of alumnae in southern New
Hampshire and in New Orleans.
A report is an account of that which has happened -
a recording of facts, But I couldn't face the idea of stand-
ing up here before so many of you from all parts of the
country without making a plea for the support of your
Alumnae Association through the formation of new clubs,
And so I have permission to telI you that very little
is required to organize a club - 10 alumnae in the area
to sign the application for a charter - 2 regular meetings
a year. That's all. And as to the purpose of a club, three
things are listed in importance ahead of money raising.
I mention that only because, at this particular moment,
we realize that many of you have had it.
The country is far from covered. The entire State of
Michigan, for example, has no club. Outside the New
York City area, there are but two in that state. Some of
our alumnae are fast approaching retirement, so the St.
Petersburg-Tampa area might well be a green field. And
if any of you are interested in a more exotic environment,
there have been as many as twenty-one alumnae in Hawaii
at a time,
All it takes is one enthusiastic alumna, with just the
normal amount of energy. After this weekend, surely each
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one of vou will leave here with enthusiasm and a height-
ened understanding of what the ColIege means to Y01]
personally, what it stands for educationally, and how you
can help it through the Alumnae Association.
So, please, where there seems to be a possibility, sec
what you can do. You wilI make my successor, Eleanor
Hine Kranz, very happy.
Frances Brooks Foster '30, Chairman of the Norui-
natina Committee announced the results of the 1961 elec-
b
tion.
2nd Vice President: Eleanor Hine Kranz '34
Treasurer: Marjorie Lawrence Weidig '45
Alumnae Trustee: Winifred Nies Northcott '38
Director from the 30's: Winifred Frank Havell '38
Suggestions for the 1962 slate are welcomed for the
following offices: President, Secretary, Director from the
20's and Director from the 50's.
The Chairman of the Development Committee, Char-
lotte Frisch Garlock '25, reported that this committee, corn
posed of members of the Board of Trustees and of the
Alumnae, had at first focused on the joint annual givin;.~
program. More recently it has been concerned with all
exploration of all facets of the college community in terms
of growth and development.
Charlotte Beckwith Crane '25, Executive Secretary said)
"Because of the outstanding work on the part of the
Board members, my report is brief." The Executive Secre-
tary and her staff have been concerned with service to
individual alumnae, to club and class officers, and to this
end the Executive Secretary has attended faculty meetings
on campus during the year, and maintained an active
liaison between the College administration and the Alum-
nae Association.
Names and addresses, comings and goings of alumnae
are recorded. Between 30% and 40% of the membership
of our Association change their addresses annually.
The staff members were then thanked for the quality
of their contribution to the smooth functioning of the
Alumnae Office. Sadie Benjamin ex '19, Amy Stiles, Fran-
ces Joseph '27, Virginia Welles, Hazel Gardner Hicks '28,
and many students.
The 50th Anniversary Fund Drive utilized the Class
Agents effectively, and as a result of their work, alumnae
participation increased 140/0.
Alumnae Day will coincide with the 50th Anniversary
celebration of the College on October 20 and 21, 1961.
The need for a professional color film was expressed
by several members from the middle and far West. This
request will be referred to the Development Committee.
The All-Alumnae Banquet
CONNIE NOBLE GATCHELL '27
THE great East Gym of Crozier-Williams, sporting class
banners along the south wall, was the setting for the
All-Alumnae Banquet, Saturday, June seventeenth. Some
three hundred graduates were celebrating a happy combi-
nation ci class reunions and the fiftieth birthday of their
alma mater.
Before anyone lifted a spoon to her fruit cocktail,
someone at the piano started playing an old college song,
and soon the room reverberated with nostalgia. At the
head table, next to President Rosemary Park, sat Sally Pit-
house Becker '27, president of the Alumnae Association,
who identified each honored guest.
After the banquet, Sally announced the first Agnes
Berkeley Leahy Alumnae awards. These awards, to three
alumnae in recognition of their outstanding service to the
Connecticut College Alumnae Association, went to Mar-
enda E. Prentis '19, Winona F. Young '19, and Natalie R.
Maas '40. Each recipient extolled Agnes in fond recollec-
tion, and was given a scroll, a pin, and the privilege of
seeing her name inscribed on the bronze plaque which will
remain in Sykes Alumnae Center. More years will mean
more names.
Then Sally called for the 3-minute class skits. After
each performance, a gift check was presented to Miss Park.
The largest check, $2,600, came from '26, whose play
revolved around the magic number 26. The class of '25
enacted the old Stonewall sing, with props including a
paper moon. The song was written by Charlotte Beckwith
Crane. And when '27 responded to its sister class with
the song by Barbara Tracy Coogan, Dh '25, Our Hearts
and Hands to Yon, there was some blinking and swallow-
ing. Most of the skits vied with one another for utter
Photo by Murray Barnes
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nonsense and received hilarious applause. The class of
'47, for example, bragged that they had produced 1095
pounds of babies. When laughter had subsided, the spokes-
man said, "But that's not all. That represents only the
fifth of our class here. The total weight of babies, we
figured out, is about 2Y2 tons]"
When Miss Park addressed the alumnae she referred
to the close cooperation between the College and the
Alumnae Association regarding financial support and said,
"Our 50th Anniversary Fund is more than just a great
sum, it is the outward manifestation of our true college
spirit. And now Connecticut is removed from the so-called
'Youthful Group of Colleges;' it is fully adult. And we
are completing new buildings and tennis courts; raising
teacher salaries; adding to the budget for library books:
increasing the number of scholarships and the number of
students." She paused to smile at the audience. "By 1964
we will have 350 more students enjoying the enriched
benefits of this campus."
President Park told the alumnae much of what 'he
college has done, and what it plans to do such as dO>lg
away with wooden dorms by '64. She said, "Connecri-ut
College is looked upon with respect and looked to ror
help. I believe it has a big part to play in the future."
Applause was followed by the singing of the alma, mater.
The doors opened, and the alumnae walked through-into
the afterglow.
The Agnes Berkeley Leahy Award
Photo by Murray Dames
Shown here are the Award Recipients with Alumnae Association President Sally Pit house Becker
'MARENDA E. PRENTIS,. class of 1919; who has devotedly served her class, college, and Alumnae Association
. . as permanent class president, as president of the Boston Club, as a founder and president of the Alumnae Asso-
cratton, as a J11e~ber o~ the Board of Trustees, as a continuous promoter and worker for the Sykes Fund which has
so recently culminated rn the Sykes Alumnae Center has brought to each of th d ffices wi I d. ... .' ese an many more 0 ces wise ea et-
ship, vitanty and great loyalty for Ccrmecticut College and the Alumnae Association.
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-WINONA F. YOUNG, class of 1919; whose name stands among the distinguished of our alumnae, for havingbeen a member of the first graduating class, a founder and the first president of the Alumnae Association, a
continuously active member of the Hartford Club, an originator of the student-alumnae building project and later
chairman of the Sykes Alumnae Center Committee; has capably and conscientiously given of her time and great or-
ganizing ability in her dedicated devotion as an alumna of Connecticut College.
NATALIE R. MAAS, class of 1940; who has given more than generously of her time, energy and abilities as anenthusiastic and successful fund raiser for the New York City Club, as a director and chairman of numerous com-
mittees of the Alumnae Board, and as a member of the Board of Trustees; has worked with such fervor, dedica-
tion and close attention to detail that her leadership commands respect from all, and deep appreciation from the
Connecticut College Alumnae Association.
Photo by C. B. Rice Photo by C. E. Rice
ORGAN RECIT At
A NOTHER high point of Reunion Weekend was the
organ recital on Sunday morning given by Roberta
Bitgood '28. After graduating with honors in music, she
obtained a master's degree in music education from Colum-
bia University and both the master's and doctor's degrees
from the School of Sacred Music of Union Theological
Seminary in New York. She has published more than
thirty pieces of church music and since October, 1960,
has served as organist and director of eight choirs at Red-
ford Presbyterian Church of Detroit, Michigan.
Photo by C. B, Rife
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The First Alumnae College
SUE ROCKWELL CESARE '52
I
SIXTY eight "students" applied for admission to Con-necticut's first Alumnae College. All were accepted and
all finished the course. Most students were members of
reuning classes, but there were a few who lived in the
vicinity of New London and came just to be educated.
The group first met at dinner Thursday night, June 15th,
and although the students had changed (in spite of assur-
ances from friends that they hadn't), the conversation ran
very much like it had thirty-five, twenty, ten and even Doe
year ago. "I haven't finished the reading." "Anything you
understand write in my margin." With a few reassuring
words from Sally Becker, President of the Alumnae Asso-
ciation, and some delightful comments about the low
tuition rate from Warrine Eastburn, Assistant to President
Park, the class headed for Hale Laboratory where the first
session took place.
The general topic for Alumnae College was "The Hu-
man Dilerruna." Miss Rilla Phillips from the philosophy
department began the course with some remarks about
existentialism - a philosophy which speaks to the human
dilemma in contemporary society. Like all students, the
alumnae waited eagerly for a neat, simple definition of
the subject. Instead Miss Phillips told us that because the
term applied to a variety of men, each different in his
reaction to it, it "resisted classification," and we would
have a better understanding of existentialism if we exam-
ined first the questions with which existential thinkers
concern themselves and then the point of view existentia-
lists take in their search for the answer to these questions.
She went on to say that one of the main queries of men
like Jaspers, Berdyaev, Sartre and Heidegger is "What is
reality?" TIle point of view of these existential philoso-
phers is other than scientific so that they are not concerned
with scientific reality but with the reality of human exis-
tence. As Miss Phillips termed it, "lived reality." The
existential ist is likely, then, to rephrase his question and
ask more particularly, "Who am I?" and "Why am I
here?" In. trying to answer these questions he finds him-
self confronted with a world of values which does not
replace the scientist's world of facts but does go beyond
it. The scientist cannot tell him who he is fully enough
to allow him to lead his life satisfactorily. There is further
meaning to human existence which cannot be categorized
or empirically tested. For the existentialist this meaning
is found in the area of hwnan freedom; that is, through
man's choices and decisions, through his participation 10
the world of values. Connected with the exercise of
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human freedom is doubt, uncertainty and only partial
knowledge. In the words of our lecturer, "To be human
means man has areas of problems which science cannot
touch." It is these areas that most concern the existential-
ists. Miss Phillips concluded by saying that in reaction to
the depersonalization of man which western emphasis on
technology tends to bring about, and in an effort to restore
man to a central position of importance in the universe,
the existentialists encourage and urge man to "know thy-
self." They insist that the meaning to human life is only
to be found as each individual confronts himself and be·
gins to look within for values which heretofor he ius
sought outside himself. So ended the first class and with
exclamations of "I'm beginning to get it," the alumnae
headed for refreshments in the Sykes Alumnae Center.
Session two was held Friday morning again in Hale
Laboratory. It was an eager but somewhat bleery-eyed
student body that awaited the lecture of Peter Seno,
Assistant Professor from the English department. \t,t'r:
will not attempt to explain all conditions of bleery eyes
but it is interesting to note that late blind dates probably
caused fewer cases than did last ditch efforts to finish the
reading - a somewhat different situation than prevailed
at former gatherings of these students. Those who were
able to read William Golding's Lord of the Plies and
Albert Camus' The Fail were well rewarded by Mr. Seag's
enlightening lecture. He picked up where Miss Phillips
had left off, not by talking specifically about the subject
of existential ism but by pointing out how the search for
meaning which concerns the existentialists is reflected in
the Golding and Camus books. He said that these books
and others like them do not give an answer to the ques-
tion "What is reality?" but they do provide a source
through which the reader can examine human existence
and perhaps encounter himself.
Lord of the Flies was described as a portrayal of our
world in miniature, the main thesis being that "in our
life no man is ever complete enough to be perfect, but
we must work with what we've got, aware that it may
not turn out right."
Mr. Seng summed up the meaning of The Pall thusly:
"You must look into the darkness of yourselves. You
must come to the 'little ease.' Then when you finally un-
derstand what you are, what you have made of yourself,
you will know compassion and then perhaps will be able
to erect a little love."
The third session of our college course was a two
Photo by Murray Barnes
RILLA PHILLIPS AND PETER SENG
hour discussion period which, because of the large number
of participants, was moved from Windham Lounge to Hale
Laboratory. Both Miss Phillips and Mr. Seng were on
'mnd. The discussion centered about the character of ex-
istential philosophy. It seemed to be the feeling of the
students that the existentialist school had a somewhat hope-
less and negative outlook on human existence. As one
student commented about Camus, "He's destroyed every-
thing I believe in." Both Miss Phillips and Mr. Seng
stressed the positive thinking of the existentialists by
bringing attention to the fact that most of these philoso-
phers start with the affirmative idea that each man has
an answer to the human dilemma but that he must find
it within himself. The breakdown of society's institutions
and values, which seems to characterize much of existen-
tialist writing, is an attempt to get each man to turn to
himself, away from these institutions and values, for satis-
faction. The alumnae, joined by Mr. Loeb, chairman of
the philosophy department, continued to be bothered by
the lack of specific answers in existentialist thought. Both
lecturers went on to say that by definition it would be
impossible for the existentialist to offer answers to life's
problems since they are committed to the notion that each
man must find his own answers by confronting himself
and building on what he finds. When one of the students
asked what joy the existentialist found in life Miss Phillips
replied that for cne existentialist, Sartre, the joy of living
was in this confrontation. In response to a question about
whether the existentialists thought man had dignity, Miss
Phillips commented that the fact that each man can face
himself is his dignity. Mr. Seng pointed out further evi-
dence that existentialists believe man has dignity by saying
that this philosophy tries to move back to individualism
and make each man responsible for his own actions instead
of pushing the responsibility for guilt onto the state or
some other corporate body.
The final session of Alumnae College was held Friday
night after the rest of the reuning alumnae had arrived,
and the remark most often heard from these new students
was, "May I see your notes?" The topic was Existential-
Ism: Influences and Applications. Miss Phillips talked
about existential psychotherapy and the way in which it
seeks to remove the masks men wear. Mr. Seng surveyed
the roots of the existentialist philosophy as found in the
writings of Socrates, Thomas Aquinas, John Donne and
others up to modern times. He stressed the dynamic char-
acter and challenge of our modern life.
To evaluate Connecticut's first Alumnae College is not
difficult. From all quarters came expressions of success.
"1 can't remember when I've been so stimulated!" "The
ideas 1 heard here will last me until the next Alumnae
College," and "I'm tired of thinking but it beats being
tired from ironing!" were some of the comments heard as
the gathering broke up.
Without the organization work of Jane Holmes and
her committee \ve surely would not have heard these
words. Without our lecturers we would not have heard
them spoken so enthusiastically. Miss Phillips and Mr.
Seng not only informed us about existentialism but com-
municated the spirit of philosophy - Miss Phillps through
the use of Socratic dialogue and Mr. Seng by timely and
personal examples. Both left their students asking, "Who
am I?" in true existential fashion.
ELECTION 1962
The Nominating Committee is ready to receive
suggestions for nominations for the members of the
Executive Board of the Alumnae Association who
are to be elected during April, 1962. Offices to be
filled are: President
Secretary
Director from the 20s
Director from the 50s
Please send names and qualifications to the Chair-
man: Mrs. Frank P. Foster (Frances Brooks '30),
84 Valentine Street, West Newton, Massachusetts.
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For the many prevented by distance or family or work obligations from attending the Alumnae College, the "News"
takes pleasure in printing this exceptional lecture, given by Peter Seng on Friday evening! June 16,
IMAGES OF MAN
PETER J. SENG
T HERE is a very moving story about the late Gertrude
Stein. I have every reason to believe that it is true;
but even if it is only part of her growing biographical
myth it is certainly true in another sense, a sense in which
it reveals our modern plight. As Miss Stein lay dying she
revived long enough to call out to her lifelong friend Alice
B. Toklas, "Alice, Alice, what is the answer?" And Miss
Toklas said, "There is no answer, Gertrude." Then with
that marvelous facility she had for seeing and making
things new, Gertrude Stein said, "Then what is the ques-
tion?"
That story is relevant to us because it tells us in this
modern world the sum of what we can do. There are,
apparently, no longer any final answers. There is no place
where we can set our foot and find solid ground. So we
have to begin all over again, and in a radical way. In this
time and this place we must learn to ask the right ques·
tions. There may be answers for those questions, but there
is no guarantee that the answers will be given to us. Yet
if we ask the wrong questions there will never be any
answers at all.
Blaise Pascal in the seventeenth century was terrified
by the infinite abysses of space. Modern man is crushed
under a worse burden: he not only knows the infinite space
that Pascal knew-and knows it in a more terrifying
reality-but he is also weighed down with a burden of
knowledge, a burden of knowledge that in sheer quantity,
we are told, doubles itself every seven years. A simple
comparison illustrates this problem. A man 111ight sit
down and in less than a week read all the literature that
has come down to us from the Old English period. That
same man could not in his lifetime read all that has been
written about Shakespeare's Hamlet.
Leaving aside for the time being the even worse prob-
lem of the content of that knowledge, and the ways it
has introduced a new and terrible anxiety into our lives,
let us concentrate for a moment on the implications to us
of its sheer quantity. The vastness of modern knowledge
means, in the first place, that formal philosophy is a fan-
tastically difficult pursuit in the twentieth century. Even
that lesser philosophy which Cardinal Newman called
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"general knowledge," and which he supposed to be the
end of a liberal education, now escapes our grasp. The
sheer quantity of modern knowledge means, secondly, that
we can have no sure confidence about anything we do
know since we are ignorant about so much else that is
relevant. An easy paradox will illustrate this fact: I fed
reasonably sure that I know more of the right things about
Hamlet than an Oxford professor of English would have
known in 1700; yet he would have been far less ignor.int
about that play than I am. When I cannot stand on sure
ground with even a single play like Hamlet, what becomes
of my profession of English literature? All the teaching 1
do has to be done out of the most minimally partial knov.
ledge.
The sheer weight of present-day knowledge has furtbc r
implications as well. One obvious one is that since human
memory no longer can store sufficient information for
reaching the statistically best conclusions about any prob-
lem, we are going to have to turn more and more fre-
quently to electronic machines for our answers. In doing
so we are going to have to face the consequences of the
fact that switches which open and close have no feelings.
This recital of the disablements which the sheer quan-
tity of modern knowledge has inflicted on us may seem to
unphilosophical minds an academic quibble. For them let
me put the problem in a more "practical" way: the intern-
ist who diagnoses, the specialist who prescribes, the surg-
eon who operates - all act on the basis of only partial
knowledge. Indeed the newest of all the medical pro-
fessions, psychiatry, is also the most ignorant.
Yet the sheer weight of modern knowledge is as no-
thing compared to that even greater concern, the problem
of what the modern knowledge we possess tells us. What
the educated man in the twentieth century does not know
may make him uneasy; what he does know has filled him
with anxiety. This is an anxiety that Pascal did not have
to bear - at least not in the empirical way that we bear it.
What small fragment we possess out of the vast accu-
mulation of knowledge tells us at least four major things:
that we don't know who we are, that we can't really corn-
municate with each other, that we don't know the world
around us, and that the hereafter is a matter of faith, not
reason. I will document these sweeping generalizations
later when I come to deal with the existential crisis that
modern man faces. In the meantime I want to show, first,
that things were not always this way, that there were times
in the past when men were not troubled by generalizations
Eke these. In other words I am insisting that these gen-
eralizations express the special plight of man today, Then,
when we have looked at man in his secure past, I want to
show, secondly, how the seeds of our modern predicament
have always been present in human life but have lain
dormant until now. Finally we will look at our own
condition: in doing so I think we shall discover that it is
modern man's tragedy and challenge that all those seeds
have come to flower in the twentieth century. In looking
back to the security of the past, in finding in that past the
seeds of our present dilemma, I want to work mostly with
images.
Things were not always this way: I want to suggest
four images.
In the first image I see Socrates, an old man in
prison waiting for death and surrounded by his friends.
Before all others he is the man who said that we must
first know ourselves in order to know anything else.
He has been unjustly condemned under the law on
specious charges of atheism and misleading the youth
of Athens. His friends and students urge him to es-
cape. He refuses because he believes in the law. They
urge on him the injustice of the courts. He replies that
he has previously accepted and extolled those courts as
executors of the law; how can he repudiate them now
just because he has fallen under their censure? His
friends urge the terror of death and the threat of
nothingness, and he proves the immortality of the
soul. They urge the love of life and he demonstrates
that it is not worth cherishing. The guards come, he
is given the hemlock, and he drinks. His last request
is, "Give a cock to Aesculapius." That is, sacrifice a
cock to the god of medicine who has cured me of this
long disease, my life.
The death of Socrates created Plato the Philosopher. It is
Plato who tells us this story.
"There was a man in the land of Uz whose name
was Job: and he was a perfect and upright man who
feared God and eschewed all evil." Everyone knows
this story. The first verse of the Book of Job is the
datum of the story, the given thing from which every-
thing else follows and against which everything must
be measured. The "Devil" wishes to test Job, and
quick as a thought all things are swept away: his seven
sons and three daughters, his servants, cattle, all his
possessions. Then Job himself is stricken with a plague
of boils so that the dogs came and licked his sores.
Job's wife says, "Curse God and die." But Job says,
"Naked was I born, naked came I into this world. The
Lord hath given and the Lord hath taken away: blessed
be the name of the Lord." Through almost fifty chap-
ters of the Old Testament story Job maintains this
posture. His friends say that he is being punished
for his sins; Job denies their assertions, and rightly so.
For his friends he has a single answer: "I know that
my vindicator liveth, and that he will stand at this
latter day upon the earth." Some Christian translations
of the Old Testament translate this passage, "I know
that my redeemer liveth ... " but such a translation
is problably an irrelevant hindsight on the original
text. Job insists that he will be justified. Vindicated,
It is true that he questions and seeks to understand the
cause of his sufferings, and for this audacity he is re-
buked by the Voice from the Whirlwind. But all things
are restored to him.
Moderns don't like this story very much. They either
find Job too meek or the final restoration of his children
and possessions inartistic. Yet these elements are essential
parts of the story. They can be changed only at the peril
of changing the meaning of the story itself. A modern
American poet has rewritten the story of Job and given
it another ending. I honor that man as a poet and I love
him as a friend; but I wish he had not turned Job into an
existentialist.
Again an old man, and this one stands in the court
of the Emperor Augustus. He is the Roman poet
Virgil, and he is reading aloud his Aeneid, It is a
state-poem, all twelve books of it, and proud with the
achievements that have led to the Golden Age of
Rome. Yet his poem is touched with melancholy too,
with a sense that the young are declining from the
rustic simplicity and heroism of the ancestors. He has
written his poem to lead them back to the old ways.
The old man standing there before Augustus knew the
past. With a rush of blood he must have remembered
the Eclogues of his earlier days, poems filled with
longing and youth; or the Georgics, poems meant to
teach the plain and simple rural virtues. As he reads
his Aeneid in the court of Augustus he is aware of
the hardness of life, but sees also the glory of meeting
that hardness with stoic endurance. Tentee mollis erat
Romanam condere gentem. Such a burden it was to
found the Roman nation. He also knows the human
sorrows that are consequent upon great undertakings.
Sunt Lacrimae refilm et men/em mortalia tangul1t. These
are tears for human doings, mortal acts that touch the
soul. He tells how his hero Aeneas visits the under-
world and there encounters the shade of Marcellus,
the son of Augustus who has already died in Virgil's
own time before ever attaining the throne. Aeneas
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meets in time past the shade of Augustus' son in time
future and prophesies: If you live, tu Marcellus eris.
You will be Marcellus. When the old poet reads these
lines the tears course down Augustus' cheeks.
A great leap, now, in time to the thirteenth century-
"greatest of the centuries" it has been called. That cen-
tury's titantic figure was St. Thomas Aquinas.
In his youth his schoolmates called him "the dumb
ox" because of his slowness and apparent stupidity in
the classroom. "Some day," said his teacher St. Albert
the great, "that dumb ox will roar." In his adolescence
his older brothers - young men of decidedly Med-
iterranean temperament - introduced a prostitute into
his rooms to cure him of his chaste ways. Thomas
drove her out with a firebrand. Then, as medieval
legend tells us, angels came down and surrounded his
loins with a fiery belt, and from that time on he never
suffered from fleshly desire. The monument of Aquin-
as' lifetime is the Summa Theologiae, a work as mag-
nificent in an intellectual way as any Gothic cathedral.
Yet on his deathbed Thomas said, "After what I have
just seen it is all straw."
These images are brief portraits of the ways in which
men once could look upon their lives. Socrates, Job, Virgil,
Aquinas knew who they were and where they were going.
Taken together they are a summary of western culture.
Socrates who created Plato and - without intending to _
Aristotle. Job the primitive Jew who knew that the best
a creature of God could do was to cling - to use Tillicb's
phrase - to the "ground of his being." Virgil who
thought that a poet could redeem the State. Aquinas who
built a cathedral never equalled out of materials no longer
available; who formed Dante's soul and made England's
Spenser possible.
I want to turn now to a second set of images. These
have to do with men who, if they didn't feel our modern
rootlessness, nonetheless had in themselves the seeds of
our existential predicament.
The first image comes out of pagan Anglo-Saxon Eng-
land, out of the people who gave us our language. The
story is told by Bede.
A group of Christian missionaries came to one of
t~e Anglo-Saxon kings, preached to him, and urged
him to adopt the Christian faith. Being skeptical he
called his high-priest Cefi to him and said, "Hear what
these men have to say and then give me your opinion."
So the missionaries repeated their teachings and when
they had finished Cefi said: "Thus it seems to me 0
King, this present life of man on earth, whose dura-
tion is .u~known to us. It is like this. Even as if you
were Slttll1g at a banquet with your ealdorrnen and
thanes in wintertime. And the fire was kindled and
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your hall was warm; but it was ralOlI1g and snowing
and storming outside. Then suddenly comes a spurow
and quickly flies through that hall. He come, in
through one door and flies out the other. Lo, dliflng
the time he is in the hall he is not smitten with the
storms of winter; yet that is but the blink of an eye
and' the shortest space of time, because he soon from
out of the winter flies into the winter again. Thus seems
to me this life of man; what comes before or -vhat
follows after we know not."
There is nothing in Cefi's parable to suggest that he
would have repudiated life itself; he sees life in terms of
the feast in the great hall where the king and his thanes
are in revelry. This sort of an occasion, as students of
Anglo-Saxon history know, was a high point of felicity
to seventh-century man in England. All the bodily corn-
forts and .the companionship of one's fellows. What Cefi
is concerned about in his parable is what comes after
death, and about this he knows little or nothing. Whl'n he
attempts to picture what death may be like he does it
specifically in terms of all the things that the Anglo-Saxons
most feared: darkness, winter and storms, and especially
loneliness. Thus if the Christian missionaries can resolve
the problem of the afterlife, Cefi will happily embrace
their faith.
Ten centuries later it is not doubts about an after life
that trouble Englishmen in the generation after Sh.'-I-.:(;'-
speare: it is instead a searing consciousness of their 0'"','0
mortality. This fear is the seed that grows into our
modern problem of the threat of nothingness. The earlier
seventeenth century has been characterized as the Age of
Melancholy because of its writers' preoccupation with
death. To be sure a concern about death is nothing orig-
inal for men of this time; in all ages men have known
that they must die. But the fact which has always been
for men as inescapable as taxes seems to have been for
seventeec.th-century man an obsession. A modern scholar
of the period, Douglas Bush, denies that this seventeenth-
century phenomenon was melancholic at all; to him that
word suggests something psychopathic. Rather, he says,
the concern of that period about death was the spectacle
of an immense Renaissance vitality contemplating its own
extinction. The attitude of the period can be summed up
in a line-and-half quotation from one of its poets. In his
tragedy Bussy D'Ambois George Chapman wrote:
Man is a torch borne in the wind, a dream
But of a shadow.
Insofar as he 'exemplified such attitudes the spectac-
ular figure of this era is the poet John Donne.
H his early poems can be believed he had a licen-
tious youth. Coy modern critics say that "Jack" Donne
wrote them. They are brilliant, subtle, casuistical-
in the best sense of the term-the products of a mind
trained in delicate ironies and distinctions. When he
joined the Church of England he became John Donne
and, ultimately, the Dean of St. Paul's Cathedral.
There, like a new St. Augustine, he agonized over the
failings of his youth; to hear his sermons people
flocked by the thousands to St. Paul's, even standing
in crowds under the windows outside. Many of his
sermons - especially the famous meditation on mor-
tality caJIed "Death's Duel" - have been preserved.
Near the end of his life he went through an act that
would have been sensationalism in anyone except John
Donne. He had himself wrapped in a burial shroud
with only his face showing; he dosed his eyes, crossed
his hands on his breast, and in this pose had his por-
trait painted. Even while living he sought to know
himself as dead.
The seed in Donne of our modern predicament was
his overwhelming sense of the mortality of man. Yet
Donne never feared, as many modern men do, that his
death would be everlasting. It was not that he faced death
wah serenity; quite the contrary, it held terrors for him as
it does for all men. The complex attitude he had toward
dC"h can be summed up in a line from one of his ser-
mons: "It is a terrible thing to fall into the hands of the
ilV!llg God; but it is even a more terrible thing to fall
O[I( of them."
It would be a mistake to think that Donne's life was
If! other ways serene, because it was not. He loved his
w.rc, but the early years of their marriage were filled with
wretchedness because of the opposition of her family to
their union. Donne believed in God, but most of his life
he was tormented about the question of what formal relig-
ion he ought to follow. And he was not secure in the
natural world either. The decay of scholastic philosophy
and the rise of the "new philosophy" science had thrown
his world into confusion in much the same way as the
"new physics" has made a chaos of ours. Yet Donne's
faith in an afterlife was sure and he never doubted his
unity with other men. In fact he triumphantly affirmed
that unity in the most famous passage he ever wrote:
No man is an island, entire of himself; each of us is
a piece of the main, a part of the sea. If a clod be
washed away by the sea Europe is the less as well as if
a promontory were, as well as if a manor of thy friend's
or of thine own were. Each man's death diminishes
me because I am involved in mankind. And therefore
never send me to know for whom the bell tolls: it
tolls for thee.
But even in such a splendidly affirmative statement Donne's
eye does not turn away long from the probJem of human
mortality.
One more image and then we can turn to our own
century. If Donne felt a sense of union with his fellow
man then there was a joy in his life that the poet William
Cowper never knew. We in the twentieth century are
divided from each other by our existential loneliness, by
the loss of our individualism (in that modern man is
gradually becoming little more than the function he per-
forms), and by the painful knowledge that we cannot,
with any certainty, communicate with each other. For
different reasons Cowper, in the eighteenth century, felt
something of our isolation.
Throughout his life William Cowper was afflicted with
periods of insanity; in his sane intervals he waited in
numbed agony for the next onslaught of madness. As if
this were not pain enough for one life, Cowper also suf-
fered from the unalterable conviction that he was damned.
Others might be sane, others might be among the eject,
but in this life and the next Cowper felt that he was un-
utterably lost. In one of his lucid periods, reading Lord
George Anson's A Voyage Round the World (1748), he
came across the account of a young sailor who had been
swept from the deck of a sea-going ship and who had
drowned because no one could save him in the stormy
.seas. The account in Anson's Voyage reads like this:
[In a severe storm] one of our ablest seamen was
canted overboard; we perceived that, notwithstanding
the prodigious agitation of the waves, he swam very
strong, and it was with the utmost concern that we
found ourselves incapable of assisting him; indeed we
were the more grieved at his unhappy fate, as we lost
sight of him struggling with the waves, and conceived
from the manner in which he swam, that he might
continue sensible, for a considerable time longer, of
the horror attending his irretrievable situation.
Cowper wrote a poem about this incident, but the poem
is mostly about himself, a point which is clear from the
concluding stanzas of "The Castaway":
No poet wept him: but the page
Of narrative sincere,
That tells his name, his worth, his age,
Is wet with Anson's tear.
And tears by bards or heroes shed
Alike immortalize the dead.
1 therefore purpose not, or dream,
Descanting on his fate,
To give the melancholy theme
A more enduring date:
But misery still delights to trace
Its 'semblance in another's case.
No voice divine the storm allay'd,
No light propitious shone;
When, snatch'd from all effectual aid,
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We perish'd each alone:
But I beneath a rougher sea,
And whelm'd in deeper gul phs than he.
And now, finally, we are arrived at our own century.
There is no longer any need to find isolated voices to ex-
press our predicament because 3. chorus rises everywhere
around us to tell us that we do not know who or where
we are, and that we have only a tenuous sense of our own
destiny. The historical conditions that produced us are
summed up in the opening lines of a poem by William
Butler Yeats, a poem which he ironically entitled "The
Second Coming":
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the center cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned.
Like the falcon wheeling higher and higher in ever widen-
ing circles until it has lost the falconer and his control, so
is man today in relation to God. In the middJe of the
nineteenth century Nietzsche announced, "God is dead."
For many men in our time, less than a century later,
Nietzsche's ukase has the ring of an inevitable truth. For
others, and I am one of them, his remark says more about
man than about God. It says that man has lost touch with
his "ground of being;" it says that man's confident cer-
tainty has broken down; it says that man's faith is now an
infinitely complex matter. For it seems to me that Nietzsche
was not talking so much about God as he was talking
about man's relationship to Him. In the 1960s that rela-
tionship is not necessarily dead; it may merely have be-
come more profound.
Yet the existentialist crisis of our time stems surely
from what seems to be the silence of God. In this silence
the voices of men are heard with a secular clarity.
"Know thyself," said Socrates. But in our time the
psychiatrist Karl Jung has said:
Anyone who has ego-consciousness at all takes it
for granted that he knows himself. But the ego knows
only its contents, not the unconscious and its contents
. The real psychic facts ... are for the most part
hidden.
Like the iceberg five-sixths of modern man is hidden In
the waters of the unconscious.
In the Smmna Theologiae St. Thomas Aquinas set
forth five ways of rationally demonstrating the existence
of God. From design and order in the universe he in-
ferred a Designer; from the fact of motion, an Unmoved
Mover; from accidental or contingent beings he argues to
a Necessary Being; from effects to a First Cause; from the
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gradations of perfection he reasoned to an All-Perfect Be-
ing. But the voices of modern physics, mathematics, ling-
uistics, and psychology have cast a shadow on all his
starting places. These sciences have raised strong doubts
about the ways in which we perceive order, motion, ncces
sity, causality, and "perfection."
The idea that the universe is ordered seems unassailable
to us; but in the same way, once, Euclidean geometry
seemed unassailable. Modern knowledge tells us, today,
that the Euclidean geometry in which most of us were
raised is only one geometry among many possible ones.
If this is the case, the order we perceive in the universe
may well be one which we impose on it from our Euclidean
minds, not one which we find in it. Again, the arith-
metic which we all learned in grade school, based on a
series of numbers from 1 to 9 plus a zero, once seemed
an absolute. Today mathematicians tell us that this arith-
metic is one among many. They tell us that it is some-
times useful to proceed on the assumption that 2 plus 2
actually equals 5; that parallel lines may meet; that con-
trarieties may co-exist. Finally mathematicians today know
that man cannot invent a mathematical system that is ade-
quate for all mathematical problems.
Even our language betrays us. Here in the west we
think of a past, present, and future, as if time were a IJ,';;tt
stream running through our lives. Yet this is a concept
that our language has given to us. There are peoples in
the world who know only a present; what we call the past
and the future they lump together into a single concept
which they refer to by the same word that they use for
a "dream." In numerous other ways as well the language
we know and speak structures the reality we think we per-
ceive. In short, all languages are colored glasses which
tint the world their speakers look upon.
The poet Virgil writing shortly before the hirth of
Christ thought that poetry could redeem the State. The
melancholy pass to which that hope has been brought has
been painfully dear since the end of this year - and a
horror in these past few months of the Eichmann trial.
The glorious poetry of Goethe, Schiller and Rilke did not
remake mens' souls in our time. Instead we have seen the
rise of the Corporate State and the beginning of the end
of Individual Man. At the Neuremberg trials we saw
criminals pleading, as Eichmann pleads today, that they
were mere instruments of the State. In the twentieth cen-
tury man tries to repudiate moral guilt only to be saddled
with a guilt for which there is no absolution: what Karl
Jaspers has called metaphysical guilt.
Metaphysical guilt is the lack of ahsolute solidarity
with the human being as such - an indelible claim
beyond morally meaningful duty. This solidarity is
violated by my presence at a wrong or a crime. It is not
enough that I cautiously risk my life to prevent it; if
it happens, and if I was there, and if I survive where
the other is killed, I know from a voice within myself:
I am guilty of still being alive.
Lest we as Americans should think that we have been
mere spectators on these events of the past two decades,
we have only to remember our own involvements in the
atrocities of 1939-1945. During the war the Germans
taught us how to bomb civilian populations, and we
lea-ned that lesson with a vengeance. We knew, probably,
as much as German civilians did about what was being
done to Jews under the Third Reich. About a year ago
Life magazine published the so-called Eichmann memoirs.
In an accompanying editorial to the first installment the
editors said, in effect: The sad fact is that in America in
the late thirties no one really cared.
When we bombed Hiroshima and Nagasaki - ironic-
ally the two most ancient centers of Christianity in Japan
- then nobody cared either. Everyone said that thousands
of American lives were saved; but no one thought about
metaphysical guilt. How many Japanese lives equal one
American life?
One final image, now, and then a brief comment on
our mid-twentieth-century predicament.
There is a young woman I know who was born in
Cracow, Poland, around 1926 of a very well-to-do
family. During the conquest of Poland in 1939 she
and her whole family were rounded up by the SS and
sent off to concentration camps. Her father disappeared
and was probably killed. But for five years she, her
mother and her sister, lived through the horrors of
the German concentration camps. Their last camp, late
in the days of the war, was Buchenwald. In the cal-
amitous days of 1945 when the Third Reich was fall-
ing to pieces some of the inmates of Buchenwald made
their escape. They walked west along the roads toward
the advancing allied troops. On their way they became
tired, and my friend, her mother and sister, lay down
by the side of the road to rest. A German truck, flee-
ing from the advancing allies, crossed over from its
own lane and ran over these people. My friend and
her sister were permanently injured, her mother was
killed.
Today that young woman lives in New England.
She has published one novel which was a Literary
Guild selection and has been translated into half a
dozen languages. She is now writing another which,
in my opinion, dwarfs anything published in the last
twenty years.
A few weeks ago while we were sitting in her
garden, and while her miniature Schnauzers gambolled
about in the long grass, she told me that she had a fan-
tasy. It goes like this. She imagines' that she returns to
Germany. She goes to visit Frau Heinrich Himmler.
She knocks on the door and when Frau Himmler an-
swers she says: "Now look at me! Why? What was in
your minds?"
Now a final brief comment which I hope will sum
up my meaning. In my freshman class this spring we were
reading a poem by Robert Frost, the story of a rural boy
who dies as a result of an accident while he is operating
a power saw on his family's farmstead.
The doctor put him in the dark of ether.
He lay and puffed his lips out with his breath.
And then-the watcher at his pulse took fright.
No one believed. They listened at his heart.
Little-less-nothing! and that ended it.
No more to build on there. And they, since they
Were not the one dead, turned to their affairs.
The students thought that Frost was callous and heart-
less in his last two lines. But we talked about this poem
through the whole class-about the especial exigencies of
farm-life, the things that have to be done, the chores
that must be performed; even the stoicism of New England
farmers-and finally, I think, my freshmen students came
to understand what Robert Frost was telling them. That
life cannot stop in a numbed rejection of death - or
nothingness. That life is an open end and finds out its
own way. What Frost is telling all of us, I would like
to think, is that life is hard, and that people who consent
to live it in our time are very brave.
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR
Once again the Student Building Fund is spon-
soring a Connecticut College engagement calendar
priced at $1.45, iucluding the cost of mailing. The
calendars make excellent Christmas gifts and are
convenient daily aids, with ample room beside each
date to jot down appointments and reminders. The
45 new pictures of the campus and various college
activities make it an especially fine gift for friends
and relatives who have never seen Connecticut. Or-
ders may be placed through Miss Milbrey Wallin,
Box 864, Connecticut College, New London, Connec-
ticut. Please make checks payable to the Student
Building Fund.
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nOR. Hannah G. Roach, professor of history has retired
from the faculty of Connecticut College.
Dr. Roach came to the college in 1923 after serving
as ~t~;instructor at Wells College and at Brown University.
She received her bachelor of arts degree from Brown and
her graduate degrees from Radcliffe. She was engaged in
foreign study in 1929 and 1930.
Dr. Roach is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and has
held many fellowships both on the graduate and under-
graduate level. She served on the faculty of the South
American Institute in the summer of 1940 and on the
faculty of the 16th Mexican seminar in the summer of
19-11.. She has written articles for the American Political
SC:'.J'ce Review.
She has held offices in the League of Women Voters
an, the American Historical Association. Her paintings
11:1. been exhibited by many of the Art Associations of
so.uhcasrern Connecticut.
* * *
MRS. Josephine H. Ray has retired as a member of
the faculty of Connecticut College.
Mrs. Ray came to the college in 1935. She is a grad-
uate of the University of Iowa and earned her master of
arts degree at the University of Southern California.
She was director of drama at the Des Moines Com-
munity Theatre and later assistant director, University
Theatre and instructor in dramatic art at the University
of Oklahoma before coming to Connecticut. She has been
a lecturer in speech at San Diego State College and also
at Mt. Holyoke College.
Mrs. Ray is a member of the National Association of
Teachers of Speech, the New England Association of
Teachers and the New England College English Associa-
tion.
She originated Five Arts Weekend at Connecticut' Col-
lege. It is a program whereby student art such as music,
drama, dance, poetry, literature, is presented each year in
April.
M ISS Rosemond Tuve, professor of English, was
awarded an honorary Doctor of Letters degree (her
fourth) at Carleton College in June. Her three brothers,
all eminent scientists, were similarly honored at that time.
In the accompanying photograph the Tuve family is pic-
tured with Carleton President Dr. laurence McKinley
Gould. From left to right, Miss Tuve identifies and de-
scribes them thusly: Richard Tuve, Naval Research lab,
director of projects for foam fire fighting, who developed
"shark preserver" and fluorescent rescue dye and so on;
Merle Tuve, head of Terrestrial Magnetism Department
of Carnegie Institution, physicist directing work for the
International Quiet Sun Year who developed the proximity
fuse; RT as usual (this next year using American Council
of Learned Societies prize in Oxford and Paris, but taking
first semester in Princeton as Council Fellow to satisfy
conscience, teaching graduate seminar when possible);
George Lewis Tuve, author and long head of Mechanical
Engineering at Case Institute in Cleveland; Dr. Laurence
McKinley Gould.
* * *
MISS Jane Torrey, assistant professor of psychology,
will have a leave of absence next year, during which
time she will be working with people at M.LT. who are
doing studies on the acquisition of language by young
children. She will also work at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education on projects related to the psychology
of learning a second language, with special attention to
the high school and college course in foreign languages.
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CoRRESPONDENT: Mrs. Daniel Pease (Em-
ma Wippert) 593 Farmington Avenue,
Hartford 5. Conn.
Marion Gammons and I exchanged
chuckles over an old letter written to her
mother and dated April 25, 1919, a post-
mortem held on an advanced hygiene test.
One girl had defined pediculosis as "flat"
footed;" anothe.r answered that first te~th
were called "wisdom teeth." One quesnon
asked "What must you not feed a child
uncle: 5?" Various answers included
cheese, watermelon or canteloupe. Last
summer Marion's daughter, Marion II,
went to Sierra Leone. This year she re-
ceived an interneship to the International
Labor Organization at Geneva, Switzer-
land.
Loretta Higgins sends this sketch of her
doings since graduation. "Musical world:
appearances in grand opera with Paris
Opera Comique in Zurich, Switzerland,
and in Paris, France; concert appearances
in France, England, Ireland, New England.
Theatre: Broadway appearances in "The
Constant Nymph" and in "Golden
Dawn," operetta by Hammerstein-Stothart.
Teaching: French 10 Plainfield High
School (Conn.); French, English, journal-
ism in Williams Memorial Institute,
New London, Conn.; language arts in Nor-
wich public schools. Recent travel: Carib-
bean, South America, Mexico. Hobby:
Spanish Courses. Summer sessions: 1960
at University of Michoacan, Morelia City,
Mexico, 1961 at Salve Regina College,
Newport, R. I.
On a 17° below morning last Feb. 2,
Dove Schwartz Gross and husband,
brother and sister-in-law took off from
Bradley Field for a thrilling trip to the
South Pacific. The water was frozen on
the plane so they had a cold breakfast
and sat huddled up. They flew jet to
Seattle and Vancouver where they found
balmy air, quite contrary to their opinion
of the cold Northwest. At Vancouver
they boarded a brand-new ship, the Oriana,
on its maiden trip to England via the
Suez Canal. They stopped at San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles, then on to
Honolulu which they made in four days.
Dora writes, "The Oriana had every
modern invention for smooth sailing; it is
the largest passenger ship that has ever
sailed the Pacific. With the length of
2V2 city blocks, a height of a 16 story
building, it carried over 17,000 passengers.
We went to Suva, Fiji Islands: Welling-
ton, New Zealand, Sydney, Melbourne and
Freemantle, Australia; Colombo, Ceylon;
Aden, Arabia by the Red Sea and the
Suez Canal to Cairo and Suez; then on to
Naples, Gibraltar and Southampton. All
20
In Memoriam
PEG LAMBERT CARTER Ex '32
RUTH GRODOTZKE CLAPP ·36
SALLY FORD WESTBERG '44
JOAN TRACY WHEELER Ex ·50
DOROTHY KNIPPEL MARVIN 'SO
told, we spent 49 days aboard. Most of
the passengers were British subjects,
Canadians, Fijians, Australians. We actual-
ly saw the doldrums in the Indian
Ocean. We loved Australia with its fine
beaches and harbors, its friendliness to
Americans and seeming prosperity. Of
course the Fiji Islands, with its native and
vast Indian population in clothes every
shade of the rainbow, was a sight to
behold." Dora found the Suez Canal
thrilling and so narrow "one could always
touch shore on either side. Ships go
through in convoys and of course the
tankers have precedence." From South-
ampton the group went to London and
Paris and came back home on the Queen
Mary which "seemed to rattle by com-
parison with the Oriana." Dora had
never been in London and loved every
minute but was glad to be back home in
mid-April. In 1958 Dora had flown
to Japan, Hong Kong, Burma, Thailand,
India, Singapore, Pakistan, Israel, Turkey,
the Riviera, Spain and Portugal. She had
found these places more interesting and
exciting but not so restful as her 1961
travels.
Here 10 ice-sheathed Hartford last
winter, travel was also exciting with snails
pace travel and hips in imminent
danger. Spring brought two pleasant CC
Club events. Winona Young and I worked
on the rummage sale, which netted almost
$600, and Fanchon Hartman Title entered
into delicate negotiations with me as l
tried to find a workable toaster (and
succeeded) for a friend who would pay
only SO¢. Our final meeting featured a
picnic at Elizabeth Park Pond House and
an interesting talk on present-day college
life by Elizabeth Babbott, Dean of Sopho-
mores. I sat next to Dorothy llYheeler
Pietrello whom I had not seen since
graduation. At a cburch strawberry festival
my neighbor was none other than Pamela
Farnsworth French '51!
Class agent Feta Perley Reiche sends
thanks to all who helped in making the
Fiftieth Anniversary Fund campaign a
success.
1921
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Ruth Bassett
(Ruth McCollum) 8 Lupine Rd., Dan-
vers, Mass.
Besides having had three extensive
trips through South America, Central
America and round the world, Durothy
Will! Weatherhead has been to Europe
four times, including a summer in
Scandinavia, and has made a Caribbean
journey, flying back via many of the
small islands. Alaska, Mexico and the
U. S. have also been covered. Dot is the
Associate Curator of Education, Los
Angeles County Museum, and has traveled
with other girls of the division. She
says, "It gets to be sort of a personal
avocation. I think our boss thinks it is
really our vocation and our job our avoca-
tion. Last year one friend and 1 were
invited to belong to the Society of Women
Geographers, since we had covered so
much of the world, given talks rn it
complete with colored slides, and were in
a position at the Museum in our ,,"';ntacts
with teachers and students to c,:';~'·and
disseminate the information. \Ve were
surprised and pleased to join such an
illustrious group and feel very humble
about this. . Last year we three flew
to Paris and then to Cairo where we
journeyed around the Mediterranean. In
Cairo our guide took us into his Arabian
village and we had lunch with him. Then
we went to a wedding, all of which makes
a trip more intimate and helps to know
the people. We went to Luxor by night
train and that and Kamah and the Valley
of the Kings were a real experience. It
was something we had dreamed of doing
and seeing for a long time. We then
went to the Holy Land, Bethlehem and
Jericho; Beirut as a stopover and to
Greece, where we saw some of the wonder-
ful places again we had seen on. our
world trip. We also went to Corinth,
Mycenae, the Islands, and Crete, this time
Knossus - a real thrill. Thence to Italy,
Rome and the hill towns. The mosaics in
the Palace Chapel at Palermo equal or
surpass most any I have seen in Italy
proper. We flew to Tunis especially to
walk where Carthage was.. . On to
Morocco and Casablanca and a real ex-
perience in a night train to Tangiers."
They shopped in Gibraltar, travelled to
Madrid, had a short stay in po:tugal
which they Ioved, and came by Jet to
New York, following the sunset all the
way.
Dottie Gregson Slocum's sister and
brother-in-law Irene and Weston Pullen,
are making' their home with her in
Darien. She says, "It's a lovely arrange-
ment for me, having lived alone for three
years
1922
(o_COP,RESPONDENTS: Mrs. David H. Yale
(Amy Peck) 579 Yale Ave., Meriden,
Conn.
Manor E. Smith, 181 Irving Ave., Prov-
idence r;. R. 1.
ClassmJ.tes, get ready for reunion in
June J )";2. At the executive hoard meet-
ing at Marjorie Smith's on June 3, after
a lovely luncheon, Augusta O'Sullivan, Liz,
Marge and Amy started some planning
for it.
Geitvrde Avery Krout will be in Hart-
ford, Conn., for patt of June and July, to
be with her father who is 91 years old.
Her son lives at home; her daughter is
married and has three children. Mary
Dmncrcl couldn't come to Marge's because
she was shopping that day in preparation
for a trip to the Caribbean leaving June 27.
Blanche Finley left- on June 11 for a five-
week "return" to Europe, visiting London,
Dublin, Paris, Rome and stops in between.
She .srys she has so many friends over
there it's like "going back home to visit
friends." Her office at the UN is "rather
exciting since the advent of Mr. Steven-
son." Her work is interesting and she
enjo, it and is terribly busy. Alice Hagar
Scboiistell reports that her mother keeps
pretrv well and Alice expects another
grandchild soon. She says Polly Harwood
has net been at all well this past winter.
COI!.<;/ttIlCeHall Hathaway continues to
woo on research for the Univ. of
Mich r-an but is doing more supervising
than interviewing now. Freeman is re-
covcriog from his illness of last winter
and attending business activities but is
still having physical therapy treatments,
and Connie has been acting as his execu-
tive secretary and helping him with his
business. Joann has resumed her work
as editorial secretary with the National
Foreman's Institute in New London, and
in the winter "her latest enthusiasm was
skiing." Dick and his wife live in
Arlington, Mass., near enough to get
home for holidays. Lucy McDannel compli-
ments Marge on her "unique custom of
sending birthday cards to classmates" and
mentions a trip she made to Scotland and
~ngland, She says, "Connecticut College
1S most impressive and beautiful; we can
all be pretty proud that we went there."
Helen Merritt regretted that she couldn't
be at Marge's and hoped for a similar re-
union again. Helen Peale Sumner could
not be present because of company.
Dorothy Wheeler Pietrallo was going to a
wedding but sent a statement of our
finances, Mtt1'y Thompson Shepa1·d couldn't
come but wrote about her work for the
community concert drive and said that
Nellie has been awarded a stipend by the
National Science Foundation to go to
Yale again this summer for work in
chemistry. She also sent a picture of
Nellie which we will keep on file for
reunion.
Ami Slade Frey has a pupil at CC this
year. so she hears much news of events
at college, Helen Stickle Downes has two
daughters, five grandchildren - one of
'bern a 3-months-old bov. One daughter
lives in Princeton, N. J., and Helen and
her husband visited them this spring on
their way home from Florida. The other
daughter lives near Chicago and will be
with her folks at their log cabin in
Ontario this summer. Helen's husband
had a heart attack last summer and is
semi-retired now. Blanche wrote that
Grace Fisher W;reil and her husband and
daughter "had just come back from
Europe" as of Apr. 5. "Grace is doing a
lot of work on puppets (non-political)
and has been pursuing that field in
Europe." Helen told me that Grace's
husband died about a month ago.
Eleanor Thielen l/YuJlch and her husband
recently returned from a trip to Hawaii
and on the way visited their son Bill who
lives in California. Their other two sons
are engineers, one with Bell Telephone in
Michigan and the other with GE. They
have 5 grandchildren. Ted retired from
the Navy in 1946 and is now retiring
from the job he took after leaving Unde
Sam's employment. Eleanor said that
Marf!.aret Baxter Butler's mother is with
Margaret recuperating from a fall where
she broke numerous bones.
Grant and Ruth Bacon Wickwire ar-
rived in Connecticut recently to attend
commencement at Yale when their son
Franklin received his PhD in history. He
has been made Assistant Professor of
History at the Univ. of Massachusetts.
His specialty is English political history
and this summer he is writing a book on
Burke which will be out in September.
I phoned Gertrude Traerig at her
brother's office. Her mother died recently.
Gert tried to locate Milda Andaulatis ex
'22 but Milda has moved from Waterbury.
As for us Yales, Amy Yale Yarrow ex
'48 and her family are coming East in July
to spend the summer with us.
Watch for your next letter about re-
union and plan to be at CC for our 40th!!
1923
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Kenneth K. Kin-
ney (Claire Calnen ), Mansfield Center,
Conn.
1udy 1/7arner wrote, "Dot Dean
Gardenier's son and family have moved
to the Northampton area. Dot stopped in
to see me recently. We enjoyed a good
visit, I am so immersed in Smith College
reunions every June that I begin to
despair of attending one of my own.
Maybe my 50th." Ruth 1f7ells Sears says,
"We plan to go to Newburgh to see one
of the 11 grandchildren graduate from
high school. Our fireplace mantel is
crowded with pictures, as we have added
those of three great grandchildren to the
collection. We keep busy with our orchard
and have managed a few weeks in Florida
each year before starting on a new apple
season. My knitting, pitcher collection and
DAR work fill in the spaces and that
about sums it up for me during the years
since our last reunion. Hope to see many
at reunion next June." Emily Slaymaker
Leitb-Ross reports that her daughter Bunny
'48 has just had her third child, Andrew
Ross Mow, "Bunny is in Roanoke, Va.
at the moment but we expect the whole
family to be with us during July and
August. [ane Gardner spent Thanksgiving
with us and we have a great time while
she does her Christmas shopping in New
Hope."
Helene Wlilf Knnp went to California
for Christmas to be with her brother.
Beulah Dimmick Chase ex '23 has retired
and is now planning to live in North
Woodbury, Conn. Beulah has been as-
sociated with the research section of the
Harkness Foundation.
Ethel Adams Berger took precious time
from her work at the clinic to answer our
card. She wrote, "I lost my assistant at
the clinic by death last faJl and have not
been able to replace her. Also my hus-
band has been very ill for months. Since
we three made up an administrative team,
I now do most of that work alone. The
only college person with whom I have
contact is Ethel Kane Fielding and that
only by mail. She is gay and bubbly and
dear as she has always been." A phone
.call to Ethel Fielding revealed that she
and her husband Walker attended the
successful CC pops concert in Boston.
1925
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Edmund J. Bernard
(Mary Auwood), 312 South Orange Ave.,
Scottsdale, Ariz.
ldell Godard Redway has a grandchild,
Lisa Jane Ford, who was a year old on
Apr. 3. Her son Albert was married
May 27 to Corinne Ohslund of Hamden,
Conn. They will make their home in
Warehouse Point, Conn. Her husband
retired at the end of the school year after
~2 years of service with the county and
state as Superintendent of the State
Receiving Home, Warehouse Point. The
Redways have moved to Westbrook, Conn.
Vema Kelsey Marsh went into the re-
search department of Merck and Co. in
1943 intending to stay a year or so, and
enjoyed it so much that she is still there
in the microbiology dept. doing research
on vitamins and amino acids. She has
11 grandchildren ranging in age from 2-13,
six boys and five girls, and wants to
know if any of us have any more grand-
children than that.
Grace Demarest 1f7right has bought a
lovely new home in Fort Lauderdale.
Her first grandchild, Alexandra Lord, was
born Oct. 18 in N. Y. to her eldest
daughter, Barbara Gatje and her husband.
"She is adorable of course and I will not
be able to go to reunion because I will
be taking care of her at that time in
Bedford Village, N. Y., while her
parents go to California."
Ethel Smith Brown and her husband
retired last November. They sold out
their shop and then sold all the Mystic
property. On Mar. 1 they went to
Florida for six weeks, then returned to
their Groton, Conn., home and a re-
decorating project. Adelaide MOI'gall
Hirsche and her husband returned to Mys-
tic early in May from a round-the-world
trip by four freighters which took four
months. They stopped two weeks in
Japan, and a week in Penang, Malaya.
The whole trip was so different from
Europe, and the Asian peoples so
"foreign" in many respects, they were
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fascinated. All the individuals they met
were hospitable to the point of embarrass-
ment but the opportunity to talk with
and be with different nationals was very
rewarding. The sea was perfect, good
weather, two interesting storms of short
duration, pleasant traveling companions
and food from adequate to superb.
In the past five years Genevieve Delap
Speer and her husband Lansing have en-
joyed yearly trips which have taken them
practically around the world. Unfortunately
last November Geegee developed a severe
case of shingles which precluded pro-
longed travel. However, early in May
they were able to fly to COlumbus, Ohio,
for two weeks to visit son Judson and
his wife who have Elizabeth 6 and
Lansing 3. Judson is a resident doctor in
pediatrics at Columbus Children's Hospital.
When his residency is completed in
August he plans to establish his practice
in pediatrics at Littleton, Col., near
Denver.
Margery Field Winch's daughter had a
leading part in the Junior Show at CC on
Dad's Day, The two Margerys look so
much alike they could be sisters. Midge
senior was in the one-act play put on by
the Ridgewood Woman's Club that was
given at the lith district Drama Festival.
The play won l st place and Midge was
given an award for the best actress of the
day. Elizabeth Arnold Haynes' daughter
lives in Cleveland and has a son 3Vz and
a daughter 10 mos. Betty had hoped to
go to reunion but a visit from her daugh-
ter and family at that time presented con-
flicting dates. Helen Nichols Foster is in
the sports dept. of Bonwit Teller,
White Plains. She and Cborlone Frisch
Garlock drove together to reunion, going
early to attend Alumnae College. Charlotte
is chairman of the Development Commit-
tee, is on the Alumnae Assoc. Board as
Chairman of Class Agents, and does some
private psychotherapy, Her younger son,
Jete, in June completed a year of teaching
history at Yale (Carnegie Fellow) and
went with the Yale Glee Club on a tour
of 10 South American countries.
Margaret Holden Cole lives with her
daughter, son-in-law and two grandchildren
14 and 12 in their home, Heather Lodge,
on Hamburg Cove. She has been in
Connecticut for six years and loves it.
She belongs to the Thames River Garden
Club of New London and the Old Lyme
Country Club, Grace Bennet Nuoeen has
five lovely grandchildren, four boys and
a girl, ranging from 1 mo. to 8 years.
Margie still lives in Geneva, Switzerland,
where Grace visited for two weeks in
February. Anne and her husband moved
a year ago to Wilmington, N. C. She
has two of the five. Son Tim is at
Yale Divinity School and went last sum-
mer to Princeton Theological Seminary to
study Greek and this summer to Harvard
to study Hebrew. He spent one year in
Scotland and has traveled half around the
world a couple of times,
To Olga Gennea Greene whose husband




CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Clarence J. Good-
willie (Mildred Dornan), South Newbury,
N. H.
At reunion banquet we were proud of
our class gift to the 50th An.nivers~ry
Fund and delighted with Maddie Smith
Gibson's presentation: "President Park, this
morning our gift had reached $2,100,
which matched the 21 graduates return-
ing. At the picnic lunch today our class
president, Helen Hood DIefendorf sug-
gested that we try to add enough to our
gift to make it match the year we gradu-
ated. We tried, we succeeded, and I am
happy to present to you $2600 from the
class of '26. All our reunion statistics
seem to revolve around 26. 26 doubled,
or 52, is the number contributing to the
class gift. 26 is the square root of the
number of our graduates, give or take Yi
or V2 gallon, Regarding our contribution
to the population explosion - 26 plus 36,
our reunion year, or 61 is the number of
our children. 26 backwards, or 62, is
the number of our grandchildren. 26
halved, or 13, is the number of our
daughters enrolled or graduated from Con-
necticut College."
In addition to raising additional gift
money at the picnic, we elected new class
officers: president, Barbara Brooks Bixby;
vice-president jessie Williams Kohl;
treasurer, Kay Gar";ty; reunion chairman,
Barbara Bell Croxtb.
Four of us attended Alumnae College,
were introduced to some of the concepts of
Existentialism and felt that the lectures
and discussions had been most rewarding.
The dormitory rang with song Saturday
night til the early morning hours. "Our
Hearts and Hands to You" proved to be
the best remembered number, but even the
less well remembered college songs were
sLing with great gusto, dewy-eyed, noisy
joy, and absolutely no finesse.
The following intelligence was gleaned
during the weekend. Amy Wakefield is a
labor market economist in the Division of
Employment Security of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. Dorothy Cannon,
who is now a pamphlet writer for
U.S.I.A., had a book published by Henry
Schuman, loc., N. Y.-Explorer of the
Human Brain: A Life of Ramon y Gajal.
She has been invited to membership in
the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science and is listed in
Who's Who of American Women. Leon-
tine Oakes Ragen writes a shopping
column for tre Hartford Times. Frannie
Green is now a free lance writer. Teddy
Hewlet Stickney is dean of students at
Erie County Technical Institute in Pennsyl-
vania. Hazel Osborn is a psychotherapist at
the Sonia Shankman Orthogenic School





George Norton Sudduth, son of Lyda
Chatfield Sudduth, was married June 24
Mrs, 1. G. Gatchell
6 The Fairway, Upper
to the daughter of Grace Parker Schum-
pert '26. The mother of the bride
couldn't make reunion but the mother of
the groom was there. On All-Alumnae
Night, Lyda was mistress of ceremonies in
the '27 skit. Bob Tracy Coogan wrote the
lyrics, Frances joseph and RIIlh Stevens
Thornton sang, and all alumnae cheered.
Sally Pithouse Becker, presiding oflicer at
the banquet, was really outstanding. See
the report on the banquet in this issue.
Lib Fowler Coxe is home from Alal.ema;
her husband is writing another book. Home
is Old Lyme where '27 held its picn.c and
acquired quite a sunburn. And Old Lyme
is the new home for Mttry Morton Funnell.
"By the time you read this," she said, "I
will have given our class another grand-
child." Sue Chittenden Cunningbom
chaired our class meeting. She is the
alumnae association's Director from the
20·s and Chairman of the Agnes B. Leahy
Awards Committee.
Dot Harris Clark refers to herself as a
"clean beatnik with red hair that has turned
an elderly Airedale color." \x:'eaving,
exhibited at the state fair and art league,
is her hobby as well as dog leashes, belts,
etc. Samples on request. Kay Poster
Molina is chairman of volunteers ~H the
Hartford Rehabilitation Center. !oJ./rial1
lP orden Bell has two married children and
three grandchildren. She said that (Jith
Schu pner Lester teaches in the Nyack high
School and has four grandsons, {\:,:Ih
Battey Silver teaches in Darlington She
had tea with Paducah Wheeler one day.
Said Battey, "Paducah is just the
you would have known her anywl-.
Louise Macleod Shute is still helping ~',11e
to function, doing a little voice-teachine on
the side, choir-singing in the 0: !U!~c
Church, and playing bridge. Bernice Leete
Smith enjoys her pre-Revolutionary l-ouse
in Vermont which, she says, "makes nn
ideal shop for Early Americana."
Fl"({flJlY Fletcher Learned bought a new
home in Montecito, one block from the
Pacific Ocean. She is the proud grand-
mother of five grandsons. lzzy GrilJllell
SimOIlS of Mystic and Staten Island, m~n-
ages to do some chamber music and pa.Jnt
a little and sing in two church cham.
She is still petite and pretty, and is "con-
vinced that our country wilJ win the cold
war." Laura Drake Langmuir spent July
in Scandinavia and Switzerland. Her oldest
son is an electronics engineer, and the
youngest is getting his doctorate at
Harvard. She said Mildred Dunham
Smitb's daughter is married to an engineer
and has a baby. Bony Hopper Levick sent
a card: "Wish I could have gone to Re-
union. We are living in France for
another year and enjoying it immensely.
Nubs Vernon had tea with Buddy EllIOtt
who is a nurse at Harkness Pavilion. One
of Buddy's patients was Samuel Goldwyn
of the movie world.
Helen Tatum has remarried, to Fitz
Randolph Winslow. Her daughter Celeste,
our class baby, has two daughters. Conme
Delagrange Roux is taking graduat~ work
in remedial reading at the VOlV. . of
Pennsylvania with an eye to teaching
this subject. Ruth Ford D'uncan, Dean
of Admissions at the Northampton School
for Girls, said her job is "slightly dis-
concertmg because girls are making
multiple applications. for secondary schools
jus as. they are for college." Helen Leh-
man Bauemoieser owns a 35 foot sloop
name .d 'Portia." Her son Peter is in
AfriCi teaching history. Lemon is a
trustee of CC; and [anet Paille is
Alum» . Trustee.
1929
CORRJ;>PONDENT: Mrs. A. D. Murch
(Beth Houston), 720 Luckystone Ave., St.
Louis '2, Mo.
Wi.'i,lred Link Stewart tells of the
marnaee of Lillian Onenbeimer last
Novelliber to Dr. Percy Spencer, director
of Raytheon Electronics Co. The Speosers
make their home in Waban, Mass. Dr.
Spencer is regarded as one of the nation's
leading electronics experts. His achieve-
ments have won him two honorary de-
grees of Bachelor of Science.
jean Hamlet Dudley wrote that thanks
to the '29 column she learned that her
daughter Lacinda and Winnie>s daughter
Anne attend the same college. Ann
Stewsn was graduated this June from
Marv Washington College, Fredericksburg,
Va. She plans to teach art in elementary
grades as soon as she gets enough edu-
cation courses.
0.; president, Peg Burroughs Kohl',
and ",~r husband Bob attended a niece's
well]'I,,:; in Cleveland in May. From
there they were driving west to visit their
dauctv-rs. Fran If/elLs Vroom and hus-
ban.t l-ft in April by plane for Europe, a
comr..uation business and pleasure trip.
Wh·!r; there, they planned to visit their
dauciuer Barbara who works in London.
Ethd Cook sent a bulletin from her church,
the Congregational of West Hartford,
Conn., telling of the church's Hungarian
refugee family who are temporarily making
their home with Elizabeth Utley Lamb. On
April 6 your correspondent became a
grandmother again with the birth of a
grandson, David Albert Barber. Trudy,
our daughter, who teaches art and who
was with me at the reunion last year, is
planning a vacation to Hawaii in July. I
expect to attend St. Louis Institute of
Music for six weeks this summer.
Dorothy Thayer lVhite's work as director
of the Pine Tree Society for Crippled
Children at Topsham, Me. and Lois
J/Y onbineton PtI/·ks' occupation as principal
and teacher of the Sunny Lane School for
mentally retarded children in Willoughby,
Ohio, have special significance to me since
our 4V2-year.old granddaughter is a
cerebral palsy child with multiple handi-
caps. (But she does love music and can
she ever sing, a la Grandma.) Lois'
daughter Susan, a violin major at Oberlin
Conservatory, spent '59-'60 studying in
Salzburg, Austria. Her son is also in-
teres ted in a music career.
Annette Peinsteen O'Brasey ex '29 is
head of the science department of Sheridan
Junior High in New Haven, Conn. Her
husband is also a teacher. Rachel French
Packard and Nancy Royce Ranney, both
ex '29, live in Euclid and Lakewood,
Ohio, respectively. Rachel has been to
Europe once, while Nancy was planning a
trip to Japan last fall.
A doctor's wife has a demanding but
exciting life, as Mary Scattergood Norris
can testify. The Norrises live in Wynne-
wood, Pa., next to Narberth where I grew
up. Scot and her husband have made
several European trips. Elizabeth Mc-
Laughlin Cacpemer and her husband, a
metallurgical engineer, were planning a
Scandinavian trip in the fall of '60. Lib's
daughter, Nancy, married Lib's stepson,
David Carpenter. Lib is in a class de-
signed to restore and reproduce early
painted tinware and trays. There are four
other CC graduates in the same group
doing this exacting work. Katherine Capen
Cook is director of volunteer service at
the Deaconess Hospital in Boston. She
was planning a European trip last fall.
Rebecca Rau earned a physical therapy
certificate from Harvard Medical School.
She is now a full-time physical therapist
at Illinois Children's Hospital in Chicago,
Ill. Elizabeth Seward Tarvin does substi-
tute teaching where she lives in Leonia,
N. J. Her husband is in the advertising
business. Muriel Ewing is a mathema-
tician in the Ballistic Research Lab at the
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in Maryland.
Bertha Francis Hill has a master's degree
and is a full time high school English
teacher at Cranston, R. I. Eleanor Michel
has had several books published about
French, in which language she has a
doctorate. She has made at least five
trips to Europe.
In order to obtain .the most complete
annual coverage Peg Burroughs Kohl" and
I have agreed on four geographical di-
visions of our class. each to be heard
from once a year: Connecticut, October;
West, including Cleveland and all points
west, January; New England other than
Connecticut, March; Middle Atlantic
States, June. Normah Kennedy Mandell
is area reporter for the western area. There
will be reporters for each of the other
areas.
Catherine (Speedy) Greer has moved
back East. She is working for Seligman
and Latz Inc., "concessionaires of beauty
salons in department stores." Before
leaving Los Angeles, she visited with
josephine Arnold who has her mother
living with her. Speedy has also recently
seen Eleanor (Chili) Fahey Reilly in
Washington, D. C. and [anet Boomer
Barnard after getting settled in New
York.
The class extends its deepest sympathy
to Esther Stone Katt on the death of her
husband Arnold at the Hartford Hospital
on April 26.
1930
CORRESPONDENT: Marjorie Ritchie, 95
Myrtle St., Shelton, Conn.
jeanette Booth Sherman and her hus-
band are at Proctor Academy, with Ernest
as assistant headmaster and Jean as house-
mother of twenty-five. Years ago Rex,
their older son, had a pet lamb. As a 4H
project he raised and showed his small
flock of Cheviots. Then Ken, their
younger son, took the flock and did a
splendid job too. Now both boys are
at prep school and Jean has the flock and
likes it. Jean has just had sixth year
recognition as a 4H leader.
Helen Weil Blienbeins daughter Betsy,
Goucher '55, and her husband, Norman
Heller, live in Atlanta, have two sons, and
are dyed-in- the-wool southerners. Bill was
graduated from Tulane '59, is an Army
lieutenant stationed in California, and
plans to settle in the West. Helen and
Bones have sold their spacious house and
moved to a smaller modern house where
they can relax and revel in the wonderful
New London summers.
Edith Allen MacDiarmid is a proof-
reader. Mac is trying his hand at writing.
Allen and family are returning to Cali-
fornia after being stationed in Hawaii.
Ray has been married a year, has his PhD
in geology, and teaches at Tulane. Hugh
is in his last year at the Univ. of
Colorado, and Elizabeth is entering high
school..
Tom and tsobel Gilbert Greenwood's
family were all together last Christmas
for the first Christmas since before Anne
was born. It was a memorable occasion
because Michael, their twenty-one-year old
second son died suddenly on Feb. 15 in
Mayo, Yukon Territory.
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CO-CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. Herbert C.
Schoof (Dorothy Ciutbe ), 2730 Picardy
Place, Charlotte 9, N. C.
Mrs. Arthur G. Lange (Rosemary Brewer),
Somerville Road, R. D. # 1, Basking
Ridge, N. J.
Class President Betty Wheeler repre-
sented '31 at Alumnae Council last
February. She is still busy at her job
as director of guidance at a Groton high
school. C. B. Rice writes enthusiastically
of her wonderful trip to Europe last fall
with her brother. "Spent two weeks
driving in Bavaria, Austria, northern Italy
and Switzerland with relatives. While
going through the Orosglockner Pass in
the Alps (second highest in Europe) we
were caught in a September snowstorm
and were gratefully rescued by the moun-
tain patrol - all in all a hair-raising
experience. In London Dot Stevens '32
gave us a royal welcome at her fascinating
flat facing' on Regent's Park." During an
April visit in Charlotte, N. c., C. B. saw
Dot Clutbe Schoof and family. As of
June 3, Dottie and Herb are the proud
grandparents of Patricia Alison Reilly, and
Dottie came to NY to welcome Linda
and the baby home from the hospital.
The Schoof twins, Gretchen and Carl,
graduated from high school a few days
earlier.
Connie Ga1/de jones and family moved
in June to Wadsworth, Ohio, where
their older daughter, "has loved her two
years of teaching at Antioch, and her trip
abroad last summer was fabulous - even
missed the boat home. Ricky is finishing
his fourth year of a five-year course at
Antioch, majoring in economics." Judy is
16 and looking forward to returning to
Massachusetts to work at a camp this
summer. Alice Kindler spent several
23
weeks in Florida in March with Peg
Bristol Carleton '29, "birding" whenever
possible. Fannie Bixler A1urphi s hus-
band is taking a sabbatical leave from
Oberlin College next year. They plan to
spend it in Greece and Italy. Their older
son is married and doing graduate work
in physics at the Univ. of Wisconsin.
The younger is a second-year student at
the Juilliard School of Music in NY.
jane King Buss and Dwight have three
sons: one out of Yale and the Army
and working in a bank; one in Korea,
guest of Uncle Sam; and one a freshman
at Yale; and also i t-year-old Betsy. "It's
fun to have a girl, a tag-ender, and it
helps to keep me young." Jane is extreme-
Iy active in civic affairs, ranging
from the school board, from which she is
retiring after seven years of service, to the
board of a home for the aged. As presi-
dent of the Gates Mills, Ohio, Com-
munity Club, she helped launch a success-
ful women's exchange program which
netted over $3000 the first year. Ginnie
Yallcey Stephens was in NY in January to
greet her first grandchild, a boy born to
her older daughter Sally, Ginnie and
your New Jersey correspondent made three
dates to meet for lunch, but were snow-
bound each time and finally had to settle
for a visit by phone, The latter's older
daughter Rosemary graduated in June
from Wilson College. [immie Colburn
Steege' J older son Jerry is flight surgeon
at Bolling Air Force Base, Washington,
D. C. He and his wife are the parents of
Jimmie's two grandchildren. Dick, her
other son, graduated a year ago from
Dickinson College and is now in the
Army,
1932
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. James G. Masland
(Susan W. Comfort), 42 Summit Ave.,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia 18, Pa.
MARRIED: Brownie Chalker Maddocks to
Col. John J. Ciskowski (ret.) in the
autumn of 1960.
Hort Alderman Cooke had a visit from
Mmioll Nichols Arnold at Deer Isle, Me.
Hort is busy with good works in Holyoke,
working hard for many a week to make
the local hospital tour of homes benefit a
success. Mabel Barnes Knauff loves her
new home and says it's wonderful to
have her family and grandchildren all
nearby and flourishing. Sis Bartlett Hogue
is still in real estate (associate realtor)
and very active with the board of realtors
and civic enterprises in Sarasota. A 2-
year-old granddaughter and another grand-
child en route are absorbing interests. She
says, "Can't understand why you all stay
up north. Sarasota is a dream place to
live. Every day is worth greeting because
of the adventures that happen,"
Prue Bradshaw Adams' t r-year-old
Diane had a visit to Europe this summer
as a member of the Greenwich, Conn.,
high school chorus. Son Don is president
of Phi Gam at Amherst, with dean's list
rating. Prue's husband, Charles, heads
General Electric's purchasing department
and last year took her on a swing around
South America. Fran Buck Taylor'.r olde.~L
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Connie, was married in December '6? and
son John is finishing at DePaul with lz
Ewing Knecht's Jim. Fran conduces a
weekly class in horticulture at Chicag<?'s
Children's Memorial Hospital. Louise
Bunce Wal'1ier is another enthusiastic
adopted Floridian. Daughter Mary Lou
enters nursing school this fall. Son
Loring has a final year at military school.
Son Wink has started a class of twin-
bilge board sloops for use on the Indian
River. Louise is busy in Girl Scouts,
church and hospital work, "as well as
being Wink's secretary,"
Gerrie Butler continues to win high
awards at the Philadelphia flower show
each spring, In the special miniature
arrangement class, Mary Colton Houghton
became a grandmother in April, courtesy
of son Larry. Son Petie is in the Air
Force, daughter Molly in yth grade get-
ting all As, and Dick 8 is "doing all
rignt" as a 4th grader. Mary's husband is
assistant budget officer of the Port
Authority. Faith Conklin Hackstaf!'s hus-
band is a vice-president of the F & M
Schaefer Brewing Co. in Brooklyn. They
had a trip in February to Jamaica. Son
Roger will be a sophomore at Gettysburg
College and daughter Judy is a senior at
Miss Hall's School in Pittsfield, with
hopes of going to Cc. Faith belongs to
the same bridge club as Rxtb Baylis Toaz,
Phil Dennett JVillard helped set up her
church library this year, plays bridge "at
the drop of a hat," and hooks rugs in
her spare time,
lz Ewing Knecht will be a grandmother
for the fourth time this October. Daugh-
ter Jane has three sons, son James is
engaged, and daughter Sue goes to college
in '62. Mabel Hanson Smith and her
husband have added the Western Union
Agency of Riviera Beach, Fla., to their
activities. She has been under doctor's
care, but all tests proved negative and a
trip through New England in June was
planned. janet Hamilton Middleton's son
Frank is with Ernst and Ernst, public
accountants, after June graduation from
Ohio-Wesleyan. Son Kent is a senior in
high school and president of student
government. Janet's activities include
church work, Red Cross, much bridge,
little golf.
Billy Hazlewood, and Wig And Candle
of course, last April, in conjunction with
the 50th Anniversary, revived Pinero's
"The Amazons." She said that '32ers who
appeared in tbe 1930 production were SiJ
Bartlett, Allie Russell, Dottie Bell, Mugs
Mulholland, Billy Hazlewood, with cos-
tumes handled by Ricky Kendrick and
Teddy Schneider as business manager.
The class is saddened to learn of the
death of Peg Lambert Carter ex '32 on
March 31 of this year and extends
deepest sympathy to her family.
Our deepest sympatby to Marion
Nichols Arnold upon the death of her
husband on June 21. Bradford Arnold
was accidentally shot and fatally wounded
while target shooting alone. The Class of
1932 is united in sorrow and heartfelt
sympathy for Marion.
1933
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs, William R. Comb-
er (Helen Peasley), 1720 York Drive,
S. E., Grand Rapids 6, Mich.
Bill Record Hooper wrote from the
Union of South Africa telling how she
and her husband spent his long leave from
his post at the Stellenbosch University.
From July to December 1960 they visited
England, Scotland, France, Switzerland
and Venice, In October Bill flew rc the
U. S. in time for Alumnae Day and spent
several days in New London. Gay
Stephens came over for a couple or days
and they enjoyed roaming around familiar
places and reminiscing about the good old
days. Her son Keith was married in
March shortly before taking off for a new
job in London where he will be wi.b a
firm of electrical engineers. Her son Neil
graduates this year from the university
and plans to go into newspaper work.
A large group of Clevelanders travelled
to Savannah in April to see Betty ivutlev
Landis' son, Bill Parkhurst, marry Carlotta
Espy CC '59. Four of her classmates were
bridesmaids. Among those attending the
wedding festivities were Jane Grrsu.old
Holmes, Doder Tom eiason Fairbanks, and
Marge MilLer JJ:7eimer,
Beano [ones Heilman reports that "in
1960 we travelled enough to keep us horne
in 1961 - to Honolulu and California m
January and to the Mediterranean In
October." Her daughter Barbara is a ~t.<:df
writer for Sports Illustrated and has h.id
five feature articles this past year. Dick
is finishing a year of residency training
in Burlington, Vt., prior to a Navy. [1';-
signment. Ericlca Langheonner Grimmeisen
has four children but still manages to
teach first grade. At the same time she i~
working on her MA at the University. or
Hartford where she takes their everunj
courses, Her son Edwin has completed
two years at the University of Ve~mont
and will enroll in September at the Lincoln
Chiropractor Institute in Indianapolis
where he will begin a four year cou~se.
He is spending the summer traveling
through Europe, Pauline expects to en.ter
Bates in Maine this fall. Marie is a high
school senior and an accomplished oboeist,
having made second place in the. a!'-state
orchestra, Anida, the youngest, IS 10 7th
grade and sounds like an energetic tom-
boy. Ericka reports that Sarah Bucbsiane
now wears a size 12 dress,
Helen Hubbard Baird's daughter Betty
is getting married in September. Her so~
Stewart is in his second year at the Uni-
versity of Maryland and enjoyed being on
the junior varsity lacrosse team. Mary
Jobnson Hoagland and Vin still g<? camp-
ing summers and weekends. Their main
hobby now is studying Dutch and they
love it. In a few years they plan to go
to Holland just to try their new language
skill. Vin Jr. is a senior at Wesleyan
and Johanna a· sophomore at Lynchb~rg
College in Virginia, Son Erick is a htgh
school senior and quite a trombone player.
Last fall Marty saw Alma Skilton Yates
who has a grand family of three boys,
1936
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Vincent N. Ham-
merstec (Shirley Durr), 150 Benvenue St.,
Wellc5!:·Y 81, Mass.
You have all received Betsy Beals
Ste'Fu',:"s enthusiastic report of our 25th
reuni->. and we did so miss each one of
you L<1,,~.jeto enjoy that delightful week-
end with us. The arrangements were
made by Cappy Deming Crane, Bunny
Dom-.» Webster and Aiys Griswold
Haman, Miss Ruth Wood sent her re-
grets, but she was at her reunion at
Smith. 'the other best college," and she
said ihat Miss Botsford was back on her
vern.oat farm after two months in Europe.
News from those present: Elinor Knoche
Baird arrived for the class picnic accom-
panied by two attractive daughters. Debbie
is interested in coming to Cc. Pat
Benou Burton will have a boy at Wesleyan
this year, his dad's alma mater. Our
sympathy to Gladys [eji ers Kerr who lost
her husband last December. Her sweet
(16) daughter attended reunion with
Gladys. Marion Haber, daughter of
MarJorie Maas Haber, was graduated from
CC m June 1961 and married the same
month .. Gertrude Mehling Partington's
daughter Anne is in the 1963 class at Cc.
Bets) Beals Steyaart's boy will enter
Kenvcn College this fall, having finished
two years in the service. Arlene Goiter
Ssos-tron's boy is going to Harvard this
fall. Kathryn Morgan Williams was
receo-!v awarded the Medallion of Merit
Aw " given for outstanding service to
the Lniversity and community at the 75th
Anniversary of the University of Arizona.
Her son Chris was married in July and
has ne more year at the University.
From letters and questionnaires, we
learned the following: Betty Bindloss
[obnson is living in Arlington, Va., where
her husband is Wildlife Administrator.
last February Betty Parsons Lehman re-
ceived a National Brotherhood Award at
the annual community citation dinner of
the 'Williamsport (Pa.) Chapter, National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
josephine Pratt Lnmb has a son at Wil-
liams in his junior year; her daughter is
a freshman at Skidmore; and her other
son 14 is a freshman at Loomis Institute.
[o Merrick Mock's daughter Jolly has
three children. Her son Bruce had two
years at the Univ. of Florida, then left
to enter the army for three years. His
time is up this fall. Marge Harris McLean
enjoys living in Bel Air, Calif. She's
"the best sight-seeing guide and loves
house guests." Amy McNutt McNeel has
had hepatitis so that she couldn't make
reunion as hoped. Dorothy Boden West
has five grandchildren and one more due
in April. I think she holds the record.
Unfortunately many hubbies had their 25th
at Dartmouth. As it's a family affair,
that accounted for the absence of Carole
Stewart Eaton, Shirley Fayette Langler and
Miriam Everett Mawrda.
The new class officers are: president,
Lois Ryman Areson; vice-president and
r~union chairman, Joyce Cotter Kern;. as-
srstant reunion chairman, Barbara Cairns
McCutcheon; secretary and class correspon-
dent, Shirley Duvr Hemmersten: as-
sistant class correspondents, Betty Davis
Pieson and Gertrude Mehling Partington.
The class is saddened to hear of the
death on June 25th of Ruth Grodotzke
Clapp after a short illness. Our deep
sympathy goes to her husband and family.
1938
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William B. Dolan
(M. C. Jenks), 755 Great Plain Ave.,
Needham 92. Mass.
The class of '38 should be proud of its
class officers, the interest they have shown
in the college, and the eforts they have
made to keep us informed. The letters
from our president have been most
inspiring and the April letter from our
treasurer was certainly one of enthusiasm
and stimulation.
As my oldest son received his high
school diploma, I wondered how many
of you were going through similar ex-
periences this spring. Charles is headed
for the Univ. of Mass. in the fall.
This spring Marj Mintz Deitz finally
made her long awaited visit to Europe via
jet. She was particularly impressed by
the charm of london and the friendliness
of the people. Rome she found almost
too busy but loaded with ancient history
and Florence, of course, was an inspira-
tion of art treasures. European history
makes our town's 250th anniversary cele-
bration seem almost insignificant. Frannie
Blatcb is thrilled at the appointment of
their Bloomsburg Historical Society as
the tourist agency of their county in
Pennsylvania.
Anile Oppenheim Freed was happy to
learn that the Mass. LWV still uses the
taxation article that she wrote some years
ago. Anne is now senior psychiatric
social worker in the Children's Unit of
the Eastern Penn. Psychiatric Institute.
She works with the parents of disturbed
children. last summer she and her hus-
band took their two children on a 5-week
trip to Europe where they visited some
of the people Anne had met during her
summer college courses at the Geneva
School of International Studies. She wrote
that their home in Cheltenham, Pa., is
practically a junior U -N. because they
entertain so many foreign students that
their children meet at the International
House. During the winter months Anne
has accompanied her husband on various
short trips when he has been called upon
to speak to law societies on the subject
of Law and Computers.
1941
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Donald N. Twad-
dell (Bette Smith), State Hospital, Em-
breeville, Pa.
Mary Hall is just back f rom a tri p to
Europe. "Flew over jet and met a friend
in Vienna. We rented a little red
Volkswagen and toured ourselves across
Austria and Switzerland, down eastern
France to the Riviera. Castles, palaces,
museums, concerts, beautiful scenery. Much
of interest, much of beauty, and many
laughs as we tried to handle French and
German, shillings and francs. The opera
in Vienna, the salt mine in Hallein, cable
cars and cog railways in the Alps,
gambling in Monte-Carlo. Oh my! I
should have enough memories here to
keep my disposition pleasant for at least
six months,"
Betty Hollingshead Seelye said she saw
a lot of Connecticut College-ires at the
open house at Sue Comfort Masland's '32
and that the Philadelphia CC Chapter
also made a tidy sum for the Fund. Betty
has been in charge of the Philadelphia
area fund raising and says, in case anyone
missed the good news, the drive went
over the top substantially and she is glad
to be retiring from said job. Guitar play-
ing is her latest hobby with a Burl Ives-y
repertoire which sounds quite well if the
party is large and there is lots of singing.
Ginny Fullerton Connors has bought a
new house near Helen Stott Heisler '40
out Villanova way and expects to move
soon.
Having put 11,000 miles on the new
Twaddell car since October in short haul
driving to piano, choir, etc., I am looking
forward to a summer vacation as much as
the three children. It win be wonderful
to have the yellow school bus pick up all
three next fall when they enter 5th, 3rd
and 1st grades respectively. No more of
that 9 and 12 rat race of kindergarten,
even though for the youngest of three,
Emily, it turned out most rewardingly.
You can imagine her French major
mother's pride when she took first prize
in her French class. I am amazed at what
a five-year-old can pick up, even with
fifteen minutes of French each day. Ban-
croft and his father were definitely the
hit of the show (from my slightly
prejudiced point of view) when they
played a piano duet together at the final
piano recital. Ban has been singing in
a paid and well trained boys' choir this
year, made the special group and a part
in the recent western operetta where, as
one of the shorter, younger members, he
was forced to be a girl, much to his
disgust.
1942
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Paul R. Peak (Jane
Worley), c/o Mrs. F. E. Worley, 71 Glen
Parkway, Hamden 17, Conn.
Here is a roundup of '42ers in the
New London area. Lil Weseloh Maxwell
and her husband Ed have a wonderful
home on the top of a hill in Noank,
Conn., where they can see the ocean in
three directions. Lil invited me there to
tea in April and it was grand to see her
again. The house is filled with the most
interesting accessories and knick knacks,
manv of them Lil's own art work. sailing
trophies won by three generations of Max-
wells, and an extensive collection of prints
and photographs of sailing vessels. Three
years ago they built a big addition on
to their house, a one room apartment with
kitchenette and bath, where Lil's parents
live when they come from Ohio to visit
each summer. During the rest of the year
the apartment is an art and ballet studio.
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Lil herself conducts art classes for 40
students on Saturdays. For the weekly
ballet class, Lil is assistant teacher. Dur-
ing the summer Lil exhibits her own art
work, watercolors mostly, some mosaics,
texture paintings, and collages, and she
teaches children's classes at the Watch Hill
Art Center. Last December she was in-
volved in a children's ballet production at
Palmer Auditorium. She designed and
executed the scenery and some of the
costumes in addition to performing in it.
Lil's husband has had his own paint, wall-
paper and art supplies store, the Maxwel-
ton Co. in Mystic, for the past 14 years.
They have four children: Henry Weseloh
(Wes) 16, who is carrying on the family
tradition of successful sailboat racing in
their 31' sloop, the Avenger; Carol 13,
an A student with her mother's artistic
talent, who also sails and dances ballet;
Victoria (Vicki) 8, a Brownie; and
Martha 5 in nursery school.
Sally Hart Rosen is a neighbor of mine
in New London. Nathan, her husband,
is a wholesale grocer. .Their sons, Ed-
ward and Thomas, are students at New
London High School, an institution which
didn't exist as such in our day. Eddie's
hobby is sailing their 40' boat. Sally
worked on the 50th Anniversary commit-
tee, is trustee for the local chapter of the
American Cancer Society, and works in
the tumor clinic at the Lawrence and
Memorial Hospital. Also living in New
London are Elinor Pfml!Z Dahl, who lives
with her mother and son Christopher on
Oneco Ave. and Rrt/h Meyer, living with
her parents on Post Hill Place. Ruth was
on the 50th Anniversary commitee.
Ann Small Burnham lives in Water-
ford, the town that surrounds New lon-
don. Her husband John, a Naval Academy
graduate, died in 1957. She has three
children: Betsy 4, Mark 13 and Jack 17.
Jack is a handsome boy, judging by his
picture, which was in the New London
Day recently when he was selected to at-
tend a leadership workshop of Nutmeg
Boys' State at the Univ. of Conn. in
J LIne. He is a member of the football
team, Latin Club, and National Honor
Society at Waterford High and is a
source of great comfort and pride to his
mother. Ann is active in a number of
local organizations, including Red Cross.
I saw her at the CC Club dinner at Light-
house Inn in June. Mary Rita Powers
was at the dinner also, down from Nor-
wich. Sis does computer analysis at the
Navy Underwater Sound Lab (formerly
Fort Trumbull), having earned her
master's degree in math at UCLA in 1955.
She was co-chairman for the annual
scholarship bridge given jointly by the
CC Club and AAUW in April and did
an excellent job. Over $700 was raised
for a local CC freshman.
My husband has been transferred to
San Francisco. long before this column
appears in print, we will have left New
London, where we have lived for 4 years.
I have used my mother's address, and
trust that by the time the next issue is




CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Raymond I. Post
(Betty Shank), 26 Highland Road, West-
port, Conn.
Connie Smith Hall writes from Chat-
ham, N. ]., "Our twin daughters start
their senior year in high school in the
fall. One will be secretary of the student
council; the other treasurer of the senior
class. In the fall of '62 they enter col-
lege, CC being one of their possible
choices. At that time I hope to start
teaching full time. I'm now doing substi-
tute teaching along with taking courses
for credits toward an elementary school
teaching certificate. I just love studying
again and teaching. . We have seen
quite a bit of jane Storms J17enneir and
her wonderful family. We especially
enjoyed seeing the slides Jane and her
husband Bob took last summer while they
lived in Europe:'
I chatted this summer with Mary
Enequist Brown, who Jives in Stamford,
Conn., with her husband Spence, ad-
vertising director of Reichhold Chemical
Co. Her son Chick 16 is a great sports-
man and water skier. He will be a
senior next year. Spence's daughter
Barbara 21 is entering Lenox Hill Hospi-
tal to study nursing as a prerequisite for
a career as medical illustrator. Mary has
been involved in local politics for the
past four years, having served as Republi-
can district leader in Stamford. She saw
jeanne Dubois Catbarine in March at a
fashion show. Jeanne and Bob have
three children: Bobby 14, Lester 12, and
a girl 10. Mary visited Virginia Rowley
Morris some time ago when they were in
Wellesley, Mass. Gingie is now living in
Pittsburgh, Pa., again. They have a girl
16 and boys 14 and 12. Mary T17iener
Vogel also keeps in touch with Mary.
Minsie and her husband Martin have a
large farm in Mendham, N. J., where
they live with their four children.
Roxann Scbioariz Altholz also corresponds
with Mary. Roxie and Herb are still
living in Highland Park, 111., and now
have five boys.
Peg Grout T ambke passed through the
New York area in April en route to
Puerto Rico. Her husband Tom, presi-
dent of Eaton Clark Co., was attending
the Young Presidents' Organization meet-
ing here. From Puerto Rico, Peg and
Tom went on to a cruise through the
Virgin Islands before returning to their
home in Birmingham, Mich. Peg had
planned to meet Barbara Hogate Ferrin
in New York but a delay in schedules
prevented their reunion. This news came
to me via Barbara while I was spending
fifteen days in traction at Harkness
Pavilion in the Columbia-Presbyterian
Medical Center in NYC, a fine place to
rest and catch up on income tax returns,
etc. Barbara has spent most of her past
winter skiing and the week days in ex-
tensive remodelling on their home in
Scarsdale.
Evelyn Silvers Daly in WtlmlOgton,
Del., writes, "We four are fine and have
had a good winter in spite of cold and
snow. Both children have been re-
markably well. I have been leading a
very quiet life, although I swim at the
Y, still sew a lot and chauffeur, of
course. We spent Christmas in Water-
bury, Conn. and hope to see you 1:1 July
on our way to Maine for the summer.
I've been trying since January to have
Barbara Andrus Collins come over from
P~iladelphia to see me. Alyr Campbell
Vwcent plans to come with her:'
Last May we had quite a reunion in
Darien, Conn., at Bunny Livrreston
Campbell's home on the Sound. ,r)"nie
Lentz Andrus, whom I hadn't seen ;,1 18
years, came down from Orange, Conn.,
with her husband Al and her two chil-
dren: Joyce 13 and Jeff 10. Along with
Ray and me and our two older boys,
David and Jerry, plus Bunny and Staffs
two children, Sarah and Charles, there
were twelve of us for boating, canoeing,
baseball and dining. The six children hit
it off beautifully and all agreed it was
a perfect day. Jeff and Jerry are both
in Little League this year and the three
boys had quite a ball game, even though
our David had managed to break his right
hand on the opening day of Little League
and had to wear a cast for five weeks.
Dottie is getting settled in her new Lome
and has seen Trail Arnold Kenety, who
also lives in Orange.
Julia Rich Kurtz of Lancaster, Pa., ran
into my aunt recently at a women's dub
meeting and they discussed plans for cur
getting together on my next trip to
Pennsylvania in July providing no one
else in our family breaks something or i.as
to go to the hospital.
1944
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. ]. Stanley Cobb, Jr.
(Elizabeth DeMerritt), 721 Indian Trail,
Martinsville, Va.
BORN: to Orin and Mat'ian Kane TV itter
a son in April.
"Hey Look Us Over, Forty-four is
Here!" This was our theme song
parodied by Libby Travis Sollenberger.
Our 17th reunion is over and the 22 of
us who were present are full of thoughts
of a very pleasant occasion. Those at-
tending were the following: Elise Abra-
hams josephson, jean Buck Brenner,
Sally Church, Mary Adelaide Cox Walker,
Sue Balderston Sears, Helen Crawford
Tracy, Elizabeth DeMerritt Cobb, jeanne
Peinn Swirsky, Barbara Gahm 117alen,
Nancy Grosvenor English, Ann Hoag
Peirce, Nancy Hotchkiss Donovan, Jeanne
jacques Kleinschmidt, Marian Kane
Witter, Mary Kent Hewitt Norton, Edith
Miller Montgomery, Virginia Passeoant
Henderson, Frances Smith Minshall, Bar-
bara Snow, Virginia Weber Marion, Lois
TVebrter Ricklin, Constance Geraghty
Adams. We elected a new slate of officers
for the nex few years: president, Mary
Adelaide Cox 1Palker; vice-president and
reunion chairman, Sue Balderston Sears
and Barbara Gahm Walen; treasurer,
Ann Hoag Peirce; secretary, jean Buck
Brenner; co-correspondents, Mat'ian Kane
lFitter and Elite Abrahams josephson;
chairman of nominating committee,
Elizabeth Deme-ritt Cobb. We gave $800
as our class gift to the 50th Anniversary
Fund. We plan to make our next sched-
uled reunion in 1966 an informal one,
with the big emphasis to go toward our
25th ill 1969 ..-----.;not very far off and not
too 5000 to plan for a really big class
gift tv the college and to accumulate
movies, pictures, scrapbooks of the 40's
and .1[\\' thing reminiscent of our "young
and Co ;Y" years. The campus was truly
in ib gfory with the laurel in full bloom
and, clear blue sky to show off the
elega:n new buildings. We stayed in
Burdi.::k House (East) which we used to
think of as so far back from the main
part ,:{ the campus and which is now
about the center of things. Our con-
versanons, after the initial catching up of
families, jobs, etc. were more of ideas
and plans. After all we are approaching
the "Creative Years."
Helen Crawford Tracy came all the way
from California, Bill having taken the
three boys on a camping trip to Carlsbad
Caverns. They've had "the usual over-
active but enjoyable year. David 15 away
at Ojai Valley School and an ardent Civil
War enthusiast; Peter 13 engrossed in
boogie guitar playing and scouts; and
John R - garden and insect lover - all
three spending much time battling with
homework and raiding the refrigerator. I'm
knee Jeep in child guidance clinic work,
serve on the board, have organized an
auxi ' iary and have helped run its fund
drive: Get so busy some days I feel I
nee.I the guidance most, But it's reward-
ing and fun."
N:/..!,·ed GremLey Hodgson for the past
few rears has been busy moving - from
Illinois to Latham, N. Y., to Newtonville
and in July to Shrewsbury, Mass. Ken is
New England representative for R. D.
Woad Co. of Philadelphia. "I expect my
activities are about the same as most
suburbanites ~ also square dancing and
refinishing furniture. Just had a lot of
fun being in a performance of Pinafore
which we gave 3 nights for the teachers
scholarship fund. Taking care of two
boys, 8 and 12, and one female French
poodle completes my list of activities."
ALgie Adams Hilmer now has a new
home after selling an old one, taking a
year's lease on a duplex, "2 bedrooms, 4
children, and 2 adults. I tell myself we're
high class sardines. We hope to build or
buy a house. Our 4th daughter was born
in December 1958. The other three are
11, 9 and 7." Ginny Binford Turner has
two girls, 13 and 8, and two boys, 7
and 5Vl. Her husband is a librarian at
Sarah Lawrence College in Bronxvil1e.
"We're both active in community, scouts,
PTA, church, local politics. I stil1 play a
lot of tennis, still want to get a master's
degree and teach primary grades. Honored
to have been asked by Pres. Park to
represent CC at the inauguration of Paul
Ward as the vth president of Sarah Law-
rence on May 8th, so I"1l be wearing my
cap and gown again."
Emmy Lou Leedom Allis in San Marino,
Calif., has "3 large starving sons, 15, 12
and 7, and I spend hours cooking in
order that, according to them, they won't
starve! Play some golf which I ad<?re
and have been working at the new Senior
Center. Can hardly wait to be 50 so that
I can participate in it." [eanne Femn
Swirsky has two girls, 12 and 9, and a
son 8. Alarge Gespel Murrals sons are
Lee 15, Keith 10, and Drew 2. "Jim is
in real estate, his own company as of
Jan. 1st. Slow but sure! 1 love the golf
course, Jr. League, and day nursery."
Karla Yepson Copitborn writes, "The
children are a year older and twice as tall.
Fred and Rip are 12 now, both playing
French horn in school band and orchestra.
So with that, dancing lessons, stamp club,
wrestling after school, and the orthondon-
tist, we don't see much of them. Tina
takes piano now too, so it's a noisy
house."
Rusty Grosvenor EngLish had a winter
of skiing every weekend, and next fall
hopes to see Strat Nicolson McKillop in
Brussels. Sbirtey Berlin Goldbarg writes
that her husband is still doing cancer re-
search at Harvard, and that she is "busy,
busy, busy!" [ane Day GarfieLd has been
teaching and working for the Red Cross
Blood Bank this year in addition to
"managing the brood of four, ranging in
ages from 3 to 13."
Right before Christmas, Jay Witte
Brooks and her family moved into their
"lovely home, where we shall live forever
more, right in the middle of 4V2 very
woodsy acres. Our eldest, Gretchen, now
a junior hopes to enter CC in '62. We're
holding our thumbs! Our 13 year old
Dana swam in the Nationals for Senior
Women in Florida this April and did very
well. Our two little girls are very in-
terested in horses, anything about them.
I have helped coach athletics at a local
girls' school and loved it this past year."
"The seven Kelleys (Barbara Barlow)
were more than housebound in an average
size Cape Cod in Milford, so we moved
to an 8 room Colonial split in Orange,
Conn., 5 miles distant, 5,000 cartons! Now
we have over an acre to mow, rake, and
plow, complete with woods teeming with
wildlife in addition to Kelleys. More
than enjoyed a visit from Eleanor T own-
send CrowLey and Joe who dropped in on
Halloween, trick or treating no doubt."
Mmge Alexander Harrison had a visit
from Mary An}l Swanger Bums and Bill
when they were looking at Andover for
their son, and from Marial1a Parcells
Wagoner, who was looking at Abbott
Academy for her daughter.
Almeda Fager Wallace and Bill flew
east in January for a week with her family
in Pennsylvania without the children; 2
girls in high school, a daughter 11 and a
son 8. She has been "Pres. of the Board
of Arizona Foundation for Blind Children
as we now have 26 blind children
integrated into public schools. in this area.
Finally finished 7 years WIth the same
Camp Fire group and got them graduated
with the highest rank."
Lois Hanlon TJ7ard had her annual visit
with SaLLy Cbsrcb. "Did my stint for
our CC rummage sale. This time we
moved it from March to April and
almost hit snow again. J headed up
legislature work for all the Jun~or
Leagues in Connecticut. Very busy With
legislature in session. I also was chair-
man of our local study item for LWV.
Mark loved kindergarten this year.'
From ELLie Abrahams Josephson, "This
year's highlight was a wonderful dinner
party at Ruth Howe Hale's featuring Tite
and the 4 beautiful Hale girls. The
guests, besides us, were PhyL Cunning-
ham, SaLLy Church, Bobbie Gahm Jrl' alen
and Ted, Anl1 Holland Reige and Dave,
Libby Travis Sollenberger and Gus. As
the kids say, it was the most!" The
clever part was that Ruth, when inviting
each guest, said only one other couple
would be there. What a surprise when it
developed into a real reunion. PhyL
Cunningbam left "the loneliness of the
woods at Dartmouth and now am up to
the hilt in the old N. Y. activities. Am
working as Exec. Sec'y for Stanford Re-
search Institute, active in St. Bartholomews
Community House, and busy seeing and
catching up with old friends."
Dawn Aareli is a vice-president of
George Peabody and Assoc., Inc., inter-
national public relations. "Busy? Was in
Congo and Ghana last summer, also
Mexico. Otherwise Girl Scouts (advisor
to International Friendship sub-committee
and member of Juliette Low Comm.)
plus U.N. work (AAUN and Mayors'
Hospitality Comm. to U.N.)."
Nancy Carol Smith Lesure in March
began a 9 weeks trip to the South Pacific
with her travel-writer husband Tom. The
5 smal1 Lesures wil1 be home in Phoenix
with Grandma. Sally Stewart DiLL is in
Milwaukee where husband Jack has his
own real estate business. Their son is in
the 8th grade at country day and the girls
are still in public school. "We have
some good tennis prospects among them
besides piano players. Take the usual
trips east each year to see our relatives
and I take an annual trip to Tulsa which
I love."
From Jane Bridgewater Hewes, "We
have been in California since July of '59.
Love it! This wonderful city of San
Francisco. It still startles me that it's
home, rather than a vacation spot. We
live 35 miles south down the Peninsula
where the mountains seemingly go up right
out of one's back yard. One of the best
things about being here is that friends do
come visiting. No one would ever vaca-
tion to Cleveland. The children, Nancy
11, Amy 9, and Gail 7, are going to camp
in Arizona this summer, so we'll again
see a 'new' part of the country. Being a
real easterner, I hadn't realized how much
there is of this country, west of the
Mississippi. Bill is doing advertising
for the Matson Company. It's very tempt-
ing to talk of cruises to the South Seas.
Some day that trip for us too. We're
working on getting a Peninsula alumnae
group really going. Have had one meet-
ing anyway."
Sylvia Haft Metsger lives in Sparta, "the
ice box of New Jersey. We have two
daughters, Mary 13V2 who is introducing
us to teen-age life and problems, and our
littlest angel Debbie who is 5 this sum-
mer. Most of our summers are spent at
Cape Cod with my family. Bob has been
resident geologist here at the Sterling
Mine in Ogdensburg for some time. He
is currently interested in seismology and
has been working with Dr. Ewing and
the Lamont Laboratories installing a new
seismic station in the mine. If there is
anything you would like to know about
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earthquakes, just ask me. Bob made a
trip to Nevada last fall but I haven't
been beyond N.Y., Cape Cod and Wash-
ington."
The Cobbs have spent the year as fol-
lows: Stan, Elder in the church, Sunday
school teacher of college age kids, district
chairman of BSA (he was the recipient
of the Silver Beaver award a few years
ago), green thumb gardener in our yard,
and maker of nylon for duPont on the
side; Libby, with the junior choir at the
Church, playing for dancing school one
day a week, Charity League clinic for
underprivileged children, and even a night
school course in speed reading; Sarah 8Yz
working at the piano, singing in the choir,
dancing with gusto, and finishing jrd
grade with a great love for reading; Lisa
6 having had a grand year in our church
kindergarten and feeling that any minute
now she will catch up with big sister, as
she too had danced and tried to learn
Sarah's piano pieces and choir songs.
It is with great regret that we learn of
the death on May 3 of our classmate, Sally
Ford WeItberg.
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CO-CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. Allen Kirkpat-
rick (Sue Silvester), 5019 Sedgwick St.,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. William E. Leavitt (Eleanor Strohm)
5206 Portsmouth Rd., Washington 16,
D. C.
MARRIED: Nancy Bailey Adams to
Marvin Neely: Margaret If/othenpoon
Phillips to Cmdr. E. A. Miller on Oct. 8,
'60,
BORN: to David and Clara Tracy Upson
twins, Christopher Lyman and Clara
Leigh, on Apr. 16: to John and Barbara
Fielding Polk a daughter, Laurie Ann, on
Dec. 4: to Art and jllargot Hay Harrison
a daughter, jody, in November: to Burry
and Jane Barksdale Pelzel a son, Leigh
Holt, on Jan. 15.
Reunion was wonderful! About forty
'45ers returned to a very beautiful campus.
Everyone had a marvelous time. We
missed seeing the rest of you. We were
all impressed at how well the years have
worn and delighted we set two records -
having the greatest number at Alumnae
College and having the alumna who
travelled the farthest, Connie Arnoldy
Butler from the Philippines. Our class gift
of $850 was given in memory of Jill
Gilbert Marquardt who passed away in
February. Our sympathy goes to her
family.
Clara Tracy Upson writes from Shaker
Heights that the twins joined a sister 6
and two brothers 4 and 11/2. The family
is still delightfully stunned by the addition
of two babies instead of one. Bobbie
Fielding Polk also writes happily of her
housebound status with daughter Lynn
Ann 3% and the new little girl. The
Polks have lived outside Schenectady for
8 years. Husband Jack is a technical
illustrator and in business for himself.
They stopped at college a few years back
en route to Shelter Island, N. Y, to find
the campus more impressive than ever.
Bobbie's only recreation at present is three
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bridge clubs. V irginie Bowman Corkran
and Sewell vacationed in Florida during
the winter months only to return to the
hectic life of PTA board and other civic
activities in Winnetka. Carol Chandler
Rowland sends word that Bill has a
plastics manufacturing company with
brother. The Rowlands, Jimmy 10, Jean
8, Billy 5, and Mickey 4, live in the
country in Southington, Conn., and man-
age to spend part of every summer at
Nantucket. Winters find Carol doing the
expected club work. Ruth Blanchard
Walker and Fred are Scarsdale residents
with their two children. Ruthie writes,
"I've just given away my last baby things,
so that's that. Life is busy as always.
This year I've been on the board of the
Jr. League as nominating chairman and
doing pre-school "vision screening" which
is testing the eyes of nursery children. We
went to Bermuda in the fall and loved
it, riding all over on motor bikes. Started
skiing again now that the kids are
interested. Last swnmer we visited Mardi
Miller Bloomfield with all the children
and had a great time." Betty Brown
Leslie and Bob reuned with Connie
Amoidy Butler and Pat Feldman White-
stone and husbands last spring and again
met the Butlers for a gathering! with June
SawhiJJ Heineman and Jimmy. The
Butlers were on a four-months' trip to the
States and Japan from their home in the
Philippines. Visiting family and friends,
taking in lots of baseball and shows were
some of the highlights but at the end it
was good to get back to the four boys and
two girls. Patty Turchan Norton and
Blackie were in the Virgin Islands this
spring. '
Marion Jones Eddy, Dick, three children
and two dogs jive in King of Prussia,
Pa., where they are beginning to feel like
natives. Daughter Lynne is college bound
shortly. Sue Silvester Kirkpatrick, Kirk
and family went to Virginia Beach to
attend the wedding of Margaret (Skiddy)
Wotherspoon Phillips. The latter is now
living outside Chicago. Helm Savacool
Underbill's father passed away some
months back, bringing Savie home from
Warsaw.
A note from Ann Barnett Wolgin tells
of a move to Orlando, Fla., with husband
and two grown-up girls. She has seen
Lois Becker Lawrence and Lucille Klau
Stern. Activities are painting, substitute
teaching, being girl Friday and editor of
hospital news letter and chairman of arts
council of YMHA. Gidge Downs Cawley
has three boys, 13, 10 and 8. All had a
marvelous trip to France last summer to
visit Gidge's family who were there
temporarily. While there they managed
to travel from Denmark to Italy. Shirley
Armstrong Meneice writes, "We lived in
Kansas City until last October. I did all
the usual things, had a boy in May '58
and a girl in April '60, built a house,
played golf, rang doorbells for United
Funds, and filled in the spare (?) time
with Jr. League activities. Last fall Lee
joined Aerojet General and we moved out
here. (Carmichael, Calif.) He's manu-
facturing small rockets and various space
age components that are way over my
head - literally and figuratively. Might
add, all 4 of us love it here."
New class officers are: president, Carol
Chandler Rowland; vice-president, Connie
Ba1'J1es Mermann; secretary. treasurer,
Bunny Reisner Levene; co-correspondents,
Sue Silvester Kirkpatrick and Elc.more
Strohm Leavitt.
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CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Roger M. Wise, Jr.
(Barbell! Grimes), 189 Flowerhill Road,
Huntington, L. I., N. Y.
Reunion for everyone gave us a11 :",.
newed enthusiasm for CC, old friends,
and new educational ideas. 1946 was
quartered in new Larrabee House where
we reveled in hospitable modern rooms
and conveniences - oh, that stainless steel
kitchen and numerous showers. Some ten
'46ers of the total 68 el umnae students
enjoyed Existentialism lectures: Janet
Cruikshank McMulle'l, Mary Gates (Cal.),
Cy1uhia Terry, Barbie Smith Peck, Mary
Robinson Sioe, Lart·y Lawrence Woodbury,
Aune Oiala Nurmi, Lucy Eaton Holcombe
Lyndy Vail Pierce, Rohin Riblei Hurley.
The rest of us, 43 in all, arrived to
sunny skies Friday afternoon, looking
slimmer and snappier than ever! Mat,'
Basset McCandless, Evie Black If/eibel.
Marie Anne Bloomer Patterson, Ph(bc
Clark Miller, Skip Coughlin Rudolph
Sally Nichols Tibbott, Sally Duffiel:i
McGinley (Col.), Adele Dultz zt», Taw.:
Eastburn Biggin, Glo Frost Hecker
Phebie Gardner Rockholz, Ditto Grimes
Wise,. Evie Hansell Kennelly, Mary-NaiTii
Hoyssen Hart-man, Evie Isler Scbwartzma».
Joan Jacobson Kronick, Bets Kelloclc
Roper, Janet Kennedy Murdock, Miriam
Kraemer Melrod, Harriet Kuhn Mc"
Greevey, Sue Levin Steinberg, Lee Mi1ltI!1'
Goode, Jean Mount Bussard, Nancy Platt
Sands (Nebr.), Mat·y Roemer Brickley,
Jane Rutter Tirrell, Ruth Seal, Marian
Stern rich Davis, Mam Thompson, Mary
Margaret Topping DeYoe, Janet Weiss
Smith, Joan Weissman Burness, Elsie
lVilliams Kehaya, Chips Wilson Keller,
Pussy Wright Pratt, Janet McDonough
Mullen. Friday's buffet supper was
sumptuous in the new Crozier-Williams
snack bar. Those who wished listened in
on the last Existentialism lecture or took
a dip in the new pool before the small
hours revelries in Larrabee.
After breakfast on Saturday we all at-
tended the annual Alumnae Assoc. meeting
in Palmer followed by a gay box lunch and
class meeting around the Larrabee House
patio pool. The new officers until 1966
are; president, Lee Minter Goode; vice-
president, Janet li7eiss Smith; treasurer,
Ruth Seal; class agent, Cynthia Terry;
corresponding secretary, Jane Fullerton
Ashton; secretary, Jane Rutter Tirrell; re-
union chairman, Glo Frost Heeler, nomi-
nations, Ditto Grimes If/ise. Then a
confab to prepare a brief skit for the
banquet - more hilarious then than
later, I fear. After the picnic many re-
turned to old haunts like Ocean Beach or
took a campus tour. The class cocktail
party in C-W lounge with other classes of
the '40s was elegant and nostalgic. The
class banquet was held in C-W gym-
nasium, magically converted with in-
dividual class table decorations, into a
baronial banquet hall. After alumnae
award and a sobering talk from President
Park. humorous class skits were given.
>46 featured a "Do You Remember?"
which included reminders of Navy planes
buaa.o c the dorm sundecks, the old songs
like" "Black Magic" and "Sentimental
JOU!IF7'{," the New London water main
breox which forced all 800 of us to
convc 'ge on 3 gym johns, and our own
costo«.cd version of CC Blu.es. We all
retire to more gabbing and snapshot
vie'.'-:-:>g with riot hour to 2 a.m. Sunday
saw us all departing for 14 states and
D. C with renewed fond memories of our
CC, the wonderful organization job done
by taan IFeisssnan Burness, Janet Kennedy
MtaJock, Chips lPilson Keller, Lee Minter
GO/ide for reunion, and anticipation of our
20th in 1966.
During the two night gab fests your
corrcsponden' managed to glean a few bon
mots from as many gals as I could corner.
Mflm Thompson has returned to the Girl
Scouts National Organization as Ass't
Director of the Personnel Dept. and
Personnel Director of Girl Scouts Senior
Roundup as well as personnel advisor to
the Alumnae Association executive com-
mittee. Larry Lawrence IVoodbf(J·y re-
ported three children: Glen 10, Dana 8,
and Christie 5. Jim and Larry are
interested in discovering and experiencing
"\Yfoy am I here in the light of the needs
of the world?" This brought them to
tra- cl in new dimensions and to make
friends of many and no faiths, of several
different political views, of different
countries, and of different colors - all
ver.' humbling and hopeful experiences.
Lh·ir Vdi! Pierce met a Cuban woman on
a I\'YC street corner whose husband knew
Newcy Faulkner Hines and Jack in Cuba.
Faulk seemed the same keen girl from
Keene. Evie Hansen Kennelly will be a
girl scout leader for tn-yecr-olds in-
cluding her daughter Janet. Her Bill is
a 13-year-old boy scout. Sally Duffield
McGinley is embarking on a new business,
Colorado Creations Inc., which features
Duff-designed Christmas garlands made by
handicapped people. Sally hastened to say
this was strictly profit making for the
McGinlevs but I saw therapy for others
too. Phebe Clark Miller has enjoyed a
part-time job in a local gift exchange in
Milton, Mass., with time off for sum-
mers in Maine. Sr:rlly Nichols Tibbott's
kiddies range from 14 to 1 in age -. In
spite of four children, Nicky finds nrne
to sing in a new trio called the
Harmonettes which hopes to audition in
the fall for WBZ-TV. She took the lead
in "The Boy Friend" several years ago for
the Lincoln Players. She is a member of
the Weston Kitchen Kanaries. a housewife
singing group. Her husband Dave .is ?is-
triet manager for Putnam PublIsh mg.
Erme Sr:rmllels Lamer and Patty Kreutzer
Heath were last heard from in Europe.
Helen McGuire Murphy's husband Joe is
now Economic Advisor to Gov. Rockefel1er
of N.Y. State. He was the tax collector.
J:vie Blr:rck IP'eibel just moved to Baltimore
from Minneapolis for American Oil ~o.
Mary Roemer Brickley and Phil have Just
adopted a 4%-month-old boy, Edward
Bartholomew Richard (Neddie). Jean
MOl/llt Bussard is doing lab research on
salamanders for a noted Princeton biologist.
Buzz is now on the corporate staff
of IBM. [aeet Kennedy Murdock is still
teaching elementary school Spanish, having
initiated an experimental program for
elementary school children in Lansdowne.
She recreates all the old fairy tales of
"Chicken Little," etc. in Spanish for the
children, as there are at present no text
books for this level. Lucy Balon Holcombe
has no children but 3 horses. After
Alumnae College, Lucy says she can "find
herself" while pushing a super market
cart. Elfie St. John Arnold is in Cali-
fornia - Van Nuyes - with her three
children: Carolyn 10, Barry 8 and Tracy 2.
Jane Rimer Tirrell has apparently given
up raising children and switched to collies
now Jerry's 10. Janet lFeiss Smith is over
the hump. she claims, with two boys 12
and 10 off to Camp Kataroin and two
girls to Ocean City, N. L. for the summer
on the beach. She heard from Bobby
Miller Gustafson who is stationed with
Bob and the boys in Hawaii and vacation-
ing in Japan and India. Glo Frost Hecker
says Hecker's Harem is complete
Valarie is 9, Linda 7, Leslie 4112, Susie 2
plus two female Dutch rabbits (they were
smart), two male parakeets (surprise, they
expected babies) and the possibility of a
puppy when the baby is trained, if ever!
On Sept. 15 Curt and Glo leave for four
weeks in Europe to get away from them
all. Nancy Platt Sands is bound for Calif-
ornia for the third summer in a row, to a
ranch with husband and five children: Ed-
ward 11, Alan 9, David 7, Stephen 5 and
Pam 2. TojJpel' DeYoe talked on the phone
with Betty Finn Perlman before reunion.
She's moving into a new house shortly.
Mary Basset McCandless, ready to start the
"school route" next fall with the oldest
Jimmy 5 going into kindergarten, has 3-
year-old Kathy at home and is expandine
their house. Ditto Grimes lFise thanks all
you faithful correspondents these past five
years and knows you'll give Fully the very
best cooperation too. See you all in 1966
for our 20th reunion.
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CORRF.SPONDENT: Mrs. R. Leonard Kem-
ler (Joan Rosen), 65 Norwood Road,
West Hartford, Conn.
Class reunion was both enjoyable an.d
profitable for your correspondent. ThIS
column and the one to follow will report
information gleaned from many of our re-
turning classmates.
Janice Somaeh Schwalm, mother of
Cathy 13 and the twins Peggy and Barbara
9, is attending Hofstra Co!lege when~ ~he
is working for her mast.er s and. certifIca-
tion in education. Choddle, sportlOg a golf
course tan, told us that she is busy work-
ing for the Red Cross as well and hopes
that any classmates. fogbot;nd at I~lewild
will get in touch With her 10 the neIghbor-
ing town of Hewlett, L; 1. For the record,
Choddie's full name IS Mrs. Stanley S.
Schwalm. Martha Gentsch T hotJlr:rsis work-
ing, teaches Sunday ~c1~001, is. intt;rested in
local politics and (lVIC affairs 10 Rocky
River, Ohio, and is the mother of Susan 9.
Dorothy Nic eeni g Counselman is moving
to a new house in Ridgewood, N.J. Hus-
band Gardner is assistant director of sales
for Curtis-Wright. Nicky started studying
drama this year three days a week at the
Stella Adler Theater Studio in New York,
from which she is hoping to go into
summer stock. Her children are Carol 14
and Jeffrey 7.
Our most far-flung returning classmate
was Francisca Reoeque de Lopez who came
all the way from Mexico City. Before
getting married, Francisca earned her MA
in chemistry at NYU. She is now the mo-
ther of three girls: AJejandra 6, Nora 3 and
Monica L Her husband is director of sales
for Hormona Pharmaceutical Laboratories.
Ann IVetherald Graff reported a. trip to
Europe last year where she and Bill visited
France, Spain and Portugal. This winter
they were in Mexico. Between trips, Bill
is with IBM in Poughkeepsie and Anch
keeps busy with Bill 9, Jim 6, Alison 2112,
LWV, painting, reading, working in the
garden and becoming a more knowledge-
able church member. Joan Brower Hoft 15
the president of her PTA, a Campfire
leader, a director of a residential treatment
center for emotionally disturbed children
and the mother of four girls: Susan 11,
Dagmy 9, Andrea 7, and Gretchen 6. Her
husband Philip is an attorney and a Demo-
cratic representive to the Vermont legisla-
ture from their home town of Burlington.
Nalley Beebe Spindler plans to spend an
exciting summer traveling to Greece, along
the coast of Yugoslavia and Rome. Her
two boys are 13 and 10. Husband Richard
is an investment officer in the Old Colony
Trust Co. of Boston. Noni tells us that
Rosemary Kenbardt Lang is living in Hills-
bore, Calif., and is the mother of two sons.
Another traveler, Susan Hunt Hauiard,
just returned from six weeks in England,
France and Switzerland with husband
Douglas, an insurance broker in Boston
for Aetna Life Ins. Co. Their two daugh-
ters are Lucy 12 and Cynthia 8. Mm'garet
Inglis C01'l1wall lectures weekly at the
Junior Museum in Morristown, N. ]., a
museum concerned mainly with natural
history. Her three girls are 8, 6 and 3.
Snsan Studner Solomon received her
MA in '54 in social work. She is putting
it to use one and a half days a week
doing family counseling at the Eastchester
Consultation Service, a private agency in
Westchester, N. Y. Sue's husband Seth
is treasurer of a pocket book publishing
company called Lancer Press. They have
two children, Amy 5¥z and Lisa 2112.
There are not enough hours in the day
for lean Gumport Black. Her children are
Sandra 11, Gary 9 and Bruce 7¥z. Jean
is a den mother, treasurer of the West-
chester County CC Club, is in charge of
health and safety for her grammar school
PTA board, does membership for her
junior high PTA board, and is involved
with sisterhood work at her temple. Her
husband Ernest is in the field of public
relations in New York and is forced to
travel a lot.
Barbara ROUie Perkins and Marion Low
Greer came together to reunion from
Wethersfield, Conn. Barbara is moving
to Worcester, Mass., this summer. Her
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husband is sales manager for Barbour-
Stockwell in Worcester. Barbara is busy
with PTA, church work and being a
homemaker for Lynn 10, Jeff 8 and Sarah
1'12. Marion is having fun doing over an
old house in Wethersfield where her hus-
band is aJ general contractor. She describes
herself as being essentially at home except
for substitute teaching of art in the local
elementary school and of physical educa-
tion in the high school. Marion is also a
member of the Wethersfield Art League.
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CORRESPONDENT:Mrs. Merritt W. Olson
(Shirley Reese), 3716 Frazier Rd., End-
well, N. Y.
BORN: to Herbert and Henriette Newfield
Savill a second child, Scott Charles, in
May '60: to Charles and Joan Wilmarth
Cresap a third child, first son, Frank Mc-
Dowell, on Apr. 12.
fred and Carol Paradise Decker had a
very interesting year in Spain, Fred was
teaching in the Air force Dependent High
School while Carol "took courses at the
University of Madrid, luxuriated with
domestic and baby-sitting help and en-
joyed exploring Madrid and its surround-
ings." They had several opportunities to
visit other parts of Spain as well. Last
summer the Deckers wandered through
Europe in their Volkswagen and found it
easy and inexpensive away from main
tourist centers. lugging their two-year-old
son around worked out better than ex-
pected. They arrived home in late
August. Fred is now an instructor in the
chemistry department at the Univ. of Con-
necticut. They enjoy being back in New
England.
Shirley MacKenzie Wilton writes that
April was the first anniversary of Carlos'
men's store "Wilton and Wooley," The
boys are now 3 and 4, They like Toms
River, N. )., and all goes well. Herb and
Hank Newfield Savin have moved into
their new home in West Hartford. They
found building a full time job and hope
for a breather now, Marcia Quinn has
been enjoying living and working in Bos-
ton for a year as Executive Secretary of
the Rehabilitation Institute of the Boston
Dispensary, one unit of the Tufts New
England Medical Center.
1949
CORRESPONDENT:Mrs. Harold K. Douthit
Jr. (Mary Stecher), 2930 Valley Lane, Hu-
ron, Ohio.
BORN: to Bob and Ruth Rawer Potdeoin
a fourth child, third son, Roger Dodge, on
Apr. 25: to Jim and Betty Hunter Moore
a second child, first son, James Hunter,
on May 13: to Art and Jean "Sandy"
Carter Bradley a third child, first daughter,
Elizabeth Anne, on May 17: to George
and Jean Hurlbut Compton a fifth child.
first single birth, a son, Robin, in May..
Happily, this month Hal had a business
meeting in Chicago, so I tagged along for
the ride and spent my spare time collect-
ing material for the column, We visited
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Bill and LYl1 Nibeceer Coet and their
three children: Peter, just promoted to
fourth grade; Cindy, promoted to second
(1 was there when they came home with
their report cards); and Penny 1. Since
January Bill has been assistant sales
manager in charge of the Midwest for
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co. Before he
took on his new job, the whole family
had a nice vacation in Florida and Lyn
and Bill managed to get to the Bahamas
for a rest. Bun and [an Crapo Harvey are
planning to take their 8 children to
Michigan this summer and they hope to
get to Wellesley Hills for several weeks
alone, During spring vacation Jan was
her class representative for Pine Manor's
50th anniversary celebration and the
Founders' Day march. Edie Barnes
Bernard and David have just moved to
Cleveland from NYC since David changed
jobs and is now service vice-president of
Medusa Cement Co. F1"dJICeJ Lockhart
Hustad wrote from Chicago that Gene, an
Air force careerist, is working on his
master's in business administration at the
University of Chicago. They will finish
their year there in September, and expect
to move then, MI1I'jorie Byck Levy writes
that they all love Jiving in suburbia after
a year and a half of same. She is on all
kinds of committees and the PTA, even
though their two daughters are not yet
in school. Betty Hunter Moore and Jim
moved to Weston, Mass., in April, as Jim
changed jobs and is now house counsel
for ltek, an electronics firm. They saw
Pat Polis Dooley and Arch, who teaches
at Harvard Business School. The Dooleys
live in Lexington, Mass., with their two
boys,
John and Bunny Neumann Booth and
four of their five children visited George
and Marion }I/a/kef Doren and their four
for a weekend recently. All fitted easily
in the Doren's 150 year old 12 room
house and had a great time exploring
barns, sheds and 10 acres. Marion won
fourth prize in a national contest (Camera
from Ban) which gives her a chance for
one of the big prizes. George is sec'y-
treas. of the Musicians' Union and Marion
accompanied him to the national con-
vention in Atlantic City, their first vaca-
tion withhout children. George plays in
Carousel, the summer music tent, and con-
ducts the Framingham Band in outdoor
concerts. He also played in the Boston
Arts Festival. Marion has joined a trio
which will perform next winter. Anne,
almost 10, plays violin and French horn;
Marty 6 plays trumpet; Keith 5 starts
baritone this summer. Marion says their
large house keeps her sane.
Ex '49: In Chicago I saw Dodie Stolle
Fawley who has a job in a real estate
office in Glencoe, where she does a little
of everything from appraising to secretarial
work. This summer she is planning to
spend a month in Europe with her
parents, leaving her boys, Bill 11 and
John 7, at home. Nancie Ellis Cottrell
and Don have moved to a new home in
Lake Forest with their four children.
Curly and Sue Farnham Ford moved to
California in February, as he was trans-
ferred there to set up a new district
office for the Anaconda Aluminum Co.
Sue says they like the weather but hope
to come back East some day. Julie Shiml-
McNeer and Seldon, who live in Hunting-
ton, West Va. have just bought a bouse
which Julie describes as "this Victorian
relic with speaking tubes, stained glass,
sliding doors, plate warmers, etc." It is
Seldon's dream house, however, so }.::~«;
says her contemporary tastes are undc..
going a change.
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CO-CORRESPONDENTS:Mrs. Frank L. Ad-
amson (Susan Little), 40 Corte Toluca,
Kentfield, Calif.
Mrs. Ross S. Shade (Mary Clark), 53
Beach Drive, San Rafael, Calif.
BORl'\!: to Fred and Manette Moody DdJ-
ton a daughter, Heather, on Feb, 17
(Manette finds a tiny baby time-consuming
but great fun. She saw RUJJ Hossack Va',
lP inkle and her two, David 5 and Susan
3, the day before Heather was born): to
Robert and Virginia Hergrooe Okell a
third child, second son, Hugh Hargrove,
on Mar. 6 (Hugh is an ideal baby ~
just sleeps and eats all the time. He's
the first blond and adorable, Ellen 6
starts first grade and Scoop 4% is "just
messin' around." Ginny sings in .'
women's chorus, has a couple of bridge
clubs, and is a PTA-er.): to Paul am:
Rhoda Freed Mann a second child, first
son, Andrew Harry, on Mar. 31 (Andrew
is a beautiful baby but very wide-awake.
Susan 2 is an angel and loves him.)
Ronnie and Dana Smith Jones are back
in Manila and love it. Dana says her
blood has really thinned down for the
tropics. Nancy Ford Olt has done part-
time Latin teaching, but stopped when
Christine arrived last summer to join
Nancy Louise 8 and Patricia Ann 4. She
hopes to resume teaching when Chris is
a year old.
Bridgeville, a nearby suburb of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., now claims Boardy and Ann
If"oodard Thompson as residents, along
with Kathy 7, Peter 5, and Chris 4.
Boardy spent a short time in Philadelphia
but then received a promotion as district
sales manager for all Royal and McBee
products. The Junior League of Montclair
put on its Follies of 1961 aided by
Fritzie Keller MillJ. She made a most
attractive addition to the chorus line and
was as pretty as ever in the newspaper
picture we saw, forwarded by Roldah
Northup Cameron, ex correspondent of
1951. Petie Hoyt Dimmock was the
soloist at the Boston Pops Concert on
May 12. She sang "The Jewel Song" from
"Faust" and was most enthusiastically
received.
Beth Youman Gleick and Donen have
decided to remain in NYC since his long
hours as a lawyer make commuting im-
practical. They do, however, expose
Jimmy 6% and Peter 4 to grass, trees,
sand and water in the summer when they
rent an old house on Nantucket. Dee
Coons Hill has opened her own riding
schol in the Barbadoes, West Indies. It is
called "The Pony School" where children
are taught the techniques of riding, confi-
dence and poise, and that horses have
persomlity too. Daughter Randi Eliza-
beth 2 is already following in mother's
stirrups.
Phoenix residents are Shell and Edith
Kolodny Mitchell. Three children Eve 4
Matthew 2 and Jason almost 1 ha~e mad~
Bdie Lappy "but fat." She hates Metrecal
and E dieting the hard way. Her outside
activities leave us gasping: LWV, child
study ~l'OUp at nursery school, museum
auxiliary, and district chairman for annual
Mental . Health Association fund-raising
drive. John and Gloria Sylvfa Paolella are
still trying to settle down after a "dream-
corne-r .ue" honeymoon in Europe last
summer. They shipped a Peugeot home
and i.ave several hundred colored slides to
prove the travel posters don't exaggerate.
They enjoyed a reunion in Switzerland
with Annette Rapin who was vacationing
with. her family there. John is completing
requirements for a master's in education at
~olu1?bia :reacher's College, while Sylvia
IS still domg secretarial work at Union
Carbide.
Looking forward to summer are New
Haven residents Howie and Hyla Alder-
man Raphael. Howie is a jewelry manu-
facturer. Their children are Shelley 11
and Richard 8. Hyla still paints in her
span: time. Back home in Indiana, Pa.,
after several years in New York and
Philadelphia is Charlotte Bennett Mc-
Cracccn, Husband Vance is a bank presi-
dent. Sherley's children are Leslie, now
a pe.t young miss of 7, and Bennett 5.
SUZ,I!I'i€ Cook Barunas jokingly said she
marr "J a Navy man to see the world -
but ,·;hc's never gotten away from New
LOO'),Jll. George, William and Ann keep
Sue end George Sr. stepping. An ex-
Coas. Guard family is that of Neal and
Lyn Crane IfYiiiianzs. Neal is now a
lawyer in Sturgeon Bay, Wisc., where
they.make their home. Lyn's children are
Laurie Ann 10, Neal 9 and Nancy 3.
Ann Gartner IVilder's husband Robert is
president of National Forge Company in
Wam:-n, Pa. Their children are Rachel 6,
Clinton 4 and Robert L Isabel Harris is
now a New York resident. Charlene
Hodges Byrd teaches ninth grade English
in Institute, West Va., where her husband
Charles is an assistant professor at West
Va. State University.
Grand Rapids, Mich., is the home of
Ann MacIViliiam Dilley and her family.
Newton is a lawyer, and their children
are Cameron, Deborah and Abigail. When
weather permits, Betty Burrosgb Perry and
AII~n enjoy sailing out of Marblehead,
then home town. Allen is a sales manager.
Allen 7, and Priscilla 3 are their children.
Half of your correspondents (Susan)
flew back to Connecticut in May with
Margaret 4, Ned 3 and Betsy 1 for three
weeks with Grandfather. Mary Lou
Soutbavd Puller braved Long Island Sun-
day traffic with Johnny 61/2, David 5 and
Kathy 3 to make our wait at Idlewild
bearable. The kids had a fine time riding
on the moving belts for baggage. In
Hartford I went to a CC Club meeting
and saw Ruth Nelson Thereon who was
trying tQ find people for car pools for
5-year-old Peter's kindergarten in the fall.
Catherine 1Vl keeps Ruth amused at home.
Ruth reports that Connie Pratt is married.
Elsie Miller Prt/mer ex '50 and Jallet Buist
Davis were also there. Jan was retiring
as secretary of the club but finding time
fill.e~ by the usual PTA, scouts and o.her
activities caused by a to-year-old son and
e-year-old daughter. I talked to Artie
Blessis Ramaker and Emily Hallowell
Blessis. Artie is enjoying Wilbraham,
Mass., and gets down to Hartford f re-
que~tly to see her family. Emily and John
~re I~ the process of building a new house
III Simsbury for their growing family:
Ann 8, John 7, Maia 5, and Kari 2. I
had a brief visit with Nancy Allen Roberts
who. drove from Newport, R. I., to meet
me III Pomfret, Conn., for a picnic supper
during which Sandy 7 hauled Ned out of
a pool. Ross and Nancy with Sandy and
Susy 5 are moving to Tilton, N. H., in
the fall when Ross will start teaching at
the Tilton School.
Ex '50: Mary Gillam Barber says every-
one is learning: Patty 10 to cook; Nancy
7 to swim; Timmy 6 to ride a two-
wheeler; and Kip 4 "to be twice as pesty
to us all." Don is busy with school board
work. When Mary can get her head
above the dirty clothes, she branches out
into painting, terrace-building, gardening
and dental clinic work. The Barbers live
in Elgin, Ill., where Don is production
manager for Howell Mfg. Co. Family
sports including skiing, canoeing, swim-
ming and hiking keep Willard and Betty
Jane Reese Heddell and Bob 12, Bill 10,
Kenny 9 and Jane Elizabeth 4 active. Betty
Jane is also a member of the Board of
Education in Dover, N. ]., church organist
and choir director and in various bridge
clubs. Christmas in St. Croix helped to
build up Judy Bartlett Harrison's family
tor the cold New England winter. Harvey
is president of Long Island Airways. Gay 8,
Lynn 7 and Sandy 3¥2 keep their mother
busy with PTA, measles, etc. Sue Mac-
Callum Glover loves living in Fairfield,
Cono., where the family (Bill, vice-presi-
dent of a family carbon paper business,
Rob 8, John 6, and Cindy 5) enjoys the
beach and tennis club in the summer.
They have a sailfish which Sue has been
racing. She hopes Rob will be able to
crew for her this year. They have built
a skiing cabin near Brattleboro, Vt., and
enjoy camping out there on winter week-
ends. Our correspondent from the South-
west, Annis Boone, has supplied us with
all sorts of news. Her big excitement
this year was attending all the festivities
of New Orleans Mardi Gras. She still
works for Atlantic Refining Co. in Dallas
and campaigned in the recent Texas
Senate race. Sylvia Moore Graham Jives
in Santa Fe, N. M., where George is a
lawyer. They are re-doing an adobe
hacienda, so Sylvia has temporarily given
up painting pictures for painting walls.
She is also in PTA, Episcopal Guild, and
the University Women's Club. Last
February her parents took Sylvia and
George 9 and Scot 5 to Florida where
they stayed on a lovely, unspoiled island,
Anna Maria, off the West Coast. Mary
Ann McDowell Jackson lives in Sapulpa,
Okla., near her home town, Tulsa. She
and Lon, a real estate and insurance
salesman, spend lots of time fishing and
playing with Mac, their 4-year-old red-
headed sao. Annis saw Mary (Slim)
Porter Tompkins and Joseph and two
children at Neiman-Marcus last fall. The
whole family was quite excited about at-
~ending the ~exas State Fair. Joe is an
Independent all operator in Abilene where
they live. Mary's pet project is the
Abilene Philharmonic. Annis writes she's
as chic and fashionable as ever. Barbara
Cook Gerner and family are living in Pitts-
ford, N. Y. Philip is an investment
banker. Their children are Philip and
Peter. Since obtaining her M.A. in
English, Allee Earl has been teaching. She
and daughter Claudia are now living in
NYC. Billy, David and Robert must lead
Carol Rapbael Steomeyer on a merry chase
in Springfield, N. J. She listed her occu-
p,ation. as "drudge" on our reunion ques-
tionnaire. Husband Norman is a liquor
store proprietor. News from Newport
News, Va., concerns Joan Sanger Maid-
ment' s family. Her husband Robert is a
high school principal there and her chil-
dren are Jeffrey 6 and Gay 2.
We regret to announce the death of
Joan Tracy Wheeler ex '50 and wish to
extend our sympathy to her family. The
class also wishes to extend sympathy to
Carol Dowd Reddell on the passing of her
mother.
1951
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Robert P. Katz
(Claire Goldschmidt), 143 North Whitney
St., Hartford, Conn.
MARRIED: Priscilla Meyer to Benjamin
F. Tucker on Apr. 7 at the Little Church
Around the Corner, NYC. Pris is cur-
rently on the staff of the NY Herald
Tribune. Her husband teaches at the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts, as
well as being associated with the Ameri-
can Mime Theater.
BORN: to Walter and Betsey Colgan Pitt
a first child, Deborah Anne, on Apr. 5 in
Hartford, Conn.; to John and Joanne w.t.
lard Nesteruk a third child, second son,
James Willard, on May 12 in Rockville,
Conn.; to Dick and Susan Bergstrom
Campbell a third son, Robert Phillips, on
Apr. 9 in Westfield, N. ].; to Jack and
Betty Beck Barrett a third daughter, Sara
Shaffer, on Mar. 4 in Cleveland, Ohio; to
Sydney and Olivia Brock Howe a third
child, first son, Matthew Arthur, in
August '60; to Art and Alice Kinberg
Green a third child, second son, Jonathan
in March '60.
A class luncheon in May, held at Naomi
Salit Birnbacb's Manhattan apartment, was
a gay, most enjoyable affair. Except for
Susan Brownstein Grody from Hartford
and Nallcy Bath Doyle from Worcester,
Mass., the remaining twenty of those who
made it had not too far to travel. A
very near miss was Bar Nash Sullivan who
arrived from San Francisco the following
day for a week's visit. On the door to
the apartment, Nami had posted a fake
front page whose bold headline read
"CONNECTICUT '51 MEETS. WORLD
AWAITS EXPOSE." Those exposed in-
cluded Joan Andrew If/hite, Bev Benenson
Gasner, Chlo.e Bissell Jones, Nalley Bolte
Hltber, Marlal1lle Edwards Stimson Allie
Haines Bates, Mary Jane Jobson D~bilier,
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Viv Johnson Harries (who bas just moved
into a new-old house), Nancy Kaufman
Sichel, Alice Kinberg Green, Paula
Meltzer Nelson, [ane NeeLy Scberer,
Roidah Northup Cameron, Helen Pavlovich
T toomey, Pat Hath Loeb, Betsy Jj7 asserman
Cole-no», Carol 117'edmn Conelin, Willie
Brugger and Fiori Von Wedekind. A!
Kinsoe-g Green and Art are busily in-
volved this year with their congregation
which is currently building its sanctuary,
tbe first synagogue in Fairfield, Conn.
Their children, Susan 7 (a very social and
independent miss ), Michael 4Y2 and
Jonathan 1 ("'a complete joy" though
very active), keep Alan the go and leave
her familiarly exhausted. Some time
last year Al had as a weekend visitor Bev
Tucker. Sue Bergstrom Campbell writes
that tbis year has brought them not only
a new baby but also a promotion for
Dick to director of personnel for Bache
and Co., an investment firm.
Phyl Hoffman Driscoll and Frank are
being uprooted, a transfer forcing them
to give up Sea Girt as a year-round resi-
dence. They are building a new home in
the Trenton area. Moving from Houston,
Texas, to Phoenix, Arizona, this summer
will be /0 Pelkey Shepa-rd and her brood,
since Chuck has just been appointed head-
master of the brand new Phoenix Country
Day School.
Jane NeeLy Scherer and Hal spent the
last year on the Jr. Chamber of Com-
merce banquet circuit in New Jersey, a
new experience which Jane found "in-
teresting and worthwhile, if a bit frantic
occasionally." What with a child at home
and another in kindergarten, she finds
only limited time for any other activities,
but like many others of us looks forward
to "next year."
Bill and M. M. Suckling Sbens have
been enjoying the environs of Boston to
the fullest during this their last year of
Bill's studies at Harvard. Daughter
Kathy is in kindergarten and Billy at-
tends cooperative nursery school. M. M.
unbelievably has been doing volunteer
work in educational TV, taking evening
courses, teaching a class of foreign wives
in English conversation, not to mention
her leisure activities of bowling with a
group of Harvard wives, learning to sail
and taking several wonderful skiing trips
with Bill during the past winter. In spite
of the fact that Jeanne Tucker Zenker had
to cancel her plans to attend the luncheon
because she had a case of German measles,
we have big news of her family. After
the seemingly interminable period of
studying, interning, etc., Dave is finally
through and going into practice in the
field of ear, nose and throat in Morris-
town, N. J., this summer. Another tidbit
gleaned from the luncheon has Barbara
Molimky not satisfied merely with a law
degree, but now attending medical school.
When Roldah Northup Cameron and
Norman and their family visited her folks
in Washington, D. C, around Easter, she
had a luncheon for some of her old
friends, including Barbara TViegand Pil-
late. Bobbie is the newly elected presi-
dent of the Junior Women's Club of
Chevy Chase and appears to be enjoying
the duties of her office.
Bobbie Thompson StabiLe, replying to
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my queries about the integration crisis in
the New Orleans schools last fall, said
that the suburb where she lives was not
at all involved, so her observations are not
those of an affected party but of an in-
terested bystander. She mentioned that
federal facilities as well as public trans-
portation have already been successfully
integrated but that there is great concern
about federal control of education, some-
thing which has traditionally been a
strictly local (on the state level) matter.
The problem is so complex that one can
hardly hope to shed light on it except by
standing up for one's principles of moral
right whenever the opportunity arises.
Bobbie and Ben's fourth child, born last
election day, is named Roderick Tower.
At the time of her letter in April, Bobbie
had been quite busy with shopping for a
piano, entertaining an out-of-town guest
for ten days of almost constant sightseeing,
and attending the three-day State con-
vention of the LWV, which was held just
up the road from their home.
It is my sad duty to report the death
on May 5 of Dorothy Knippel Marvin.
Just a week after the birth of their third
child, India Lang, on Apr. 27 in Troy,
N. Y., Dorothy was stricken with a
cerebral hemorrhage. The heartfelt
sympathy of all of us goes out to her
husband Keith and sons Dwight 11 5 and
Billy 4 and to the rest of her family.
1952
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. George M. Covert
(Norma Neri), 49 Blueberry Lane, Avon,
Conn.
BORN: to Christopher and Beverly Quinn
O'Connell a son, Christopher James III on
July 5, '57 and a daughter, Nancy
Elizabeth, on Sept. 6, '59; to Milan and
[anet Lindstrom Telian a third child,
second son, Donald Andrew, on Mar. 10:
to Stephen and Lucia Boyle Cowpertbioene
a son, Kevin Earl, on Mar. 20; to David
and Anne FLemming Lessels a second
child, first son, Bruce Douglas, on Mar.
23. (The Lessels have moved to a new
home in Duxbury, Mass.): to Bruz and
Pat lPardley Hamilton a third child,
second daughter, Andrea, on June 28: to
Bruce and Bette Snow Knowlton a fifth
child, fourth son, Robert Whitney, on
Apr. 11.
The remaining Knowltons are Mark 1Y2,
Stephen 3, David 7 and daughter leslie 9,
who is like a second mother to the little
ones. Bette is still in the process of
redecorating their pre-1800 colonial house
in Rockville, Conn. The pine-panelled
kitchen sounds especially handsome with
newly exposed beams and a rediscovered
fireplace. The Knowlton menage also
now contains two lambs, a year-old calf,
and a dozen chickens. Bette finds farm
life, even on a small scale, an ideal
environment for children.
Janet Lindstrom Telio» is pleased at
the prospect of staying on in San Diego's
delightful climate. Milan started a new
job with Convair Astronautics (builder of
the Atlas) at the first of the year. He's
working on the Centaur project. Fred
and Jane Murchison Hamilton moved to
Denver, (010., this summer. Jane will
enjoy the wonderful outdoor activities of
the Denver area but hated leaving the
delightful town of Midland, Texas, where
the Hamiltons have lived the past eight
years. Their children are daughter Christy
7 and sons Freddy 5 and Crawford 2.
Jane usually gets up to her family's
summer home in Madison, Conn., icr a
short visit each year.
Beverly Quinn O'CONnell and husb and
Chris, an oral surgeon, live with their
two children in Baltimore, Md. Bev gets
together occasionally with Jane Hough
McElligott in Washington. The Mel-Hi-
gotts have three children. Adele i'.rtti.
son Smith writes from Coos Bay, Oregon,
"My husband is an orthopedic surgeon
and we have two children, Holly: 4 and
James 2. I am very active in the LWV,
on the board of directors and Ist vice-
president, in a valiant effort to escupe
from diapers, mops and pails I
recommend it - it works." Adele re-
cently served on jury duty in the circuit
court for three months and on the Grand
Jury for two months. She found it an
interesting and informative experience.
Paul and Shirley Sly Kreisler took a tr!~)
in October '59 which included a brief visit
to Conn. College. They were very in--
pressed by the Student-Alumnae building
and Larrabee House. The Kreitlers h- ',"I"
been living in New Providence, N. ]., fn
four years and have two daughters, Vir-
ginia 4 and lynn 2112. Shirley sees Nmh)'
Reeve BLank frequently and has seen other
familiar faces at central N. ]. Conn. CG!-
lege meetings. She is active in church
groups, is chairman of a college club group
and secretary of the alumnae board of Ke~t
Place School. Paul commutes to Newark
where he works for the N. J. Bell Tele-
phone Co. Dick and Julie Russillo Cove
with son Tom 4 have recently moved from
South Dakota to Dallas, Texas. Dick is
a sales representative for Sheffield Steel.
On impressive stationary imprinted
"Margery Rose, Importer," I received the
following fascinating chronicle. "Since
graduation, my life has been composed
mainly of travels. Right after school, I
went into business with the Easterling Co.
of Chicago, 111., with whom I'm still as-
sociated 'as an independent franchised
dealer in sterling silver and fine china.
About six months later, 1 took a year's
trip around the world and spent about
six months living off and on in Paris,
all in the company of my roommate from
my junior year in Mexico. We had a
marvellous time, shooting the rapids in
Japan, tracking down the working ele-
phants in the Thailand jungles, dining
in the guest house of the King of Siam,
meeting a maharajah in India, motor-
cycling up and down the coast of Spain.
Since then, I've devoted as much
time as possible to satisfying an itchy foot,
returning to Mexico a couple of times
and going across country several times.
Finally decided that since 1 love to travel
so much, I'd make a business out of it,
so . . . I am now a wholesale and retail
importer of lovely things, which I buy
on my travels around the world. Next
stop: Europe, South Africa and South
America."
1953
CORRESPONDENT: Teresa Ann Ruffolo, 63
Clifford St., Hamden, Conn.
MARRI.ED; Loel Kaiser to Elwood Bishop
Acker em Mar. 18 in Old Saybrook, Conn.
Elwood was graduated from the Univ. of
Illinois and served as career diplomat with
the U' Foreign Service in the Middle
East. He is Director of Special Projects
and L velopment for the National Con-
terence .A World Brotherhood, N. Y. They
are ll\_"'~g in Englewood, N. J.
BOm...: 1.0 Peter and Suzy Carver Arnold
a thir« child, second son, Stephen Carver,
on Aj,L 25:' to Jack and Ly1W MaruI
Cosiei:» a second son, Terrence Joseph, on
Mar. ~(;: to Daniel and Jay Graebe Flint
a first child, Daniel ]r., on Dec. 24: to
Bill and Mat"ly Paille Foster ex '53 a
daughter, Polly Ann, on May 20: to Harry
and [eanne Garrett Miller a third child,
second daughter, Linda jeanne, 00 Apr.
17: 1.0 Dick and Phyl Pledger Whipple a
second daughter, Laurie Kathryn, 00 Mar.
28.
Dan and Jay Greebe Flint have recently
acquired a two-hundred-year-old farmhouse
in King of Prussia, Pa., which is a stone's
throw away from Valley Forge. The
prop'; ty is steeped in the atmosphere of
co100'11 history. George Washington
marc:« d right by their front door. Dan's
law Jfice is in Philadelphia but Jay
maint-uis that they are not authentic
subuioanites since there are two acres of
WOO~;A shielding them from the masses.
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CO<:GRRESPONDENTS: Mrs. William S.
Burtem (Betty Sager), 123 I Avenue, Cor-
onado. Calif.
Mrs. Raymond E. Engle (Claire L Wal-
lach), 19 Newson Ave., Kittery, Maine.
BORN: to Don and Rusty MOl'gan
Thomson a fourth child, DaVId Morgan,
on March 1 In San Mateo, Calif to Kung-
Lee <and Christine W en Wang a son,
Christopher, on June 22, '60 in Washing-
ton, D. c.: to Chris and Ann Reagan
Weeks ex '54 a daughter, Jen.nifer Reag~n,
on Jan. 4: to Jack and Cmdy Penning
Rehm a second daughter, Ann Melissa, on
May 12: to Art and Katie Webster Troast
ex '54 a thirdl child, first son, Arthur Paul,
in January: to BiU and Joan Aldrich Zell
a son, William Aldrich, in April in San
Francisco: to Jim and Jan GroJJ J011es. a
daughter, Susan Elizabeth, in April: to ~J1l
and Chl1lY Linton Etlans a second chIld,
first daughter, Carolyn, in March (Son
Billy is 3.): to Bill and Priscilla Sprague
Butler a daughter, April Eileen, on Apr. .3
(Last January the Butlers moved into theIr
new home a red seven-room split level
with two fireplace;. They are still living
in Wethersfield, Conn.). .
. Ann Reagan lJ:Veeks ex '54 and ChriS,
Since their marriage in 1954, have been
to Europe twice: once on their honey-
moon, and once to Spain for the govern-
ment. They both got their master's de-
grees at the Univ. of Michigan (Ann's was
in English lit) in 1957 and since then
have been living in Washington, D. c.,
10 a town house which they remodeled
themselves. Chris works in the Executive
Office of the President and until
Jennifer was born, Ann ~as an 'editorial
assistant for the American Council on
Education.. . Our travelling classmates,
Euans Plichinger and Barbara Garlick
Cedson, spent a week in New Orleans.
where they saw Carolyn Chapple Reed and
her two boys and Barbie Guerill Colon and
her three sons. Barbie Garlick Carlson is
teaching history at Vail Deane in Eliza-
beth, N. ]. and Evans is a lab technician
at Brooklyn Hospital. Also devoted to
teaching and traveling is AIlI1 Strosberg.
After spending a week in Bermuda in June
of 1960, Ann taught two freshman
courses in chemistry at the summer ses-
sian of the Univ. of Connecticut. She
so much enjoyed her first adventure in
teaching that she stayed on for the year
and plans to return again next fall. In
February she spent a week with Phyllis
Nicoll De Agazio in Washington, D. C.
Phyl has two children: Patricia 2Yz and
Mark 1. In April Ann enjoyed a week's
vacation in Miami Beach. In May she
attended th~ annual New London alumnae
banquet at the Lighthouse Inn and heard
Dean Babbott speak. "Wonderful," she
writes.
Ann Matthews Kent, husband Tom and
their two children, Celie and Tim, are
moving to Summit, N. J., on July 1. Ann
is looking forward to relinquishing apart-
ment life and living in a house with a
large back yard. In April the Kents had
dinner with George and Anll Heagney
Weimer before attending the N. Y. Conn.
College theatre bentfit, "Big Fish, Little
Fish." There they ran into Ann Olstein
Berson and Joel and Ellen Sandowski
Herszmari: and husband. Cinnv Linton
Eoans and Bill will be returning to the
Philadelphia area soon when Bill will
leave the Navy and finish his medical
training, a residency in internal medicine.
at Temple. [eanne Geblmeyer Greist is
thrilled with the summer cottage she and
Gordon have rented right on Great
Peconic Bay, Mattituck, 1. I. Their two
boys 4 and 2 "run up and down the beach
all day looking more like Huck Finn
every day in their dungarees and with their
homemade fishing rods." Jeanne is kept
busy between their home and the cottage,
church and community activities. Last
winter the Gordons spent a great deal of
time skiing in Maine and New Hampshire.
Yours truly has also been on the move.
Since April Bill and I have been living
in Coronado, Calif. and we are delighted
with our new resort-like surroundings
across the bay from San Diego. Sandra
2¥2 is attending nursery school and e~er
so happy with her new playmates. BIll,
who is with the Navy Bureau of Weapons,
is Chief Engineer for Contract Support,
Fleet Readiness Representative, Pacific.
The class extends its sympathies to
Sally Linbald Hollister w~o lost her father
last winter and to C0111l1e Demarest ltv ry
whose father died in April. We probably
all remember Mr. Demarest who wrote
the music for our Father's Day Show our
junior year.
1955
CoRRESPONDENT: Mrs. Charles S. Simonds
(Cassandra Goss}, Argilla Road, Ipswich,
Mass.
BORN: to Howard and Betsy Kassel
Brown fl. first child, LUCIlle Jordan, on
Apr. 18: to Dirck and Muffie Williamson
Barhydt a second child, first daughter,
Caroline Williamson, on Mar. 7 (Caroline
is a delightful playmate for 3-year-old
Dutch): to George and Gretchen Heidel
Gregory a son, George Martin Jr. on Mar.
31: to Bob and Valerie Rout a second son,
William Christopher on Mar. 12. (The
R/;mts are still living in San Juan, Puerto
RICO, where Bob is a practicing attorney,
not a newspaperman as I mistakenly re-
ported last year.}: to Bob and Gail
Andersen Myers a third child, first son,
John Freeman, on Jan. 23. (The Myerses
and their two daughters, Abigail 3Vz and
Melissa 1Y2 moved from Dallas to Devon,
Pa., shortly after young John's arrival.
Bob is with the export department of Rohm
and Haas Co. and is anticipating a great
deal of worldwide travel with the com-
pany's department of plastic sales.) : to
Herb and Beverly Stevens Prakelt ex '55
a second daughter, Susan Lillian, on Mar.
14 in Burlington, Vt. (Herb received his
MD from the Univ. of Vermont on June
11. The Prakelts plan to remain in
Burlington while Herb, who is considering
a general practice, does his internship at
the DeGoesbriand Hospital.)
Sue McCone is at the Town School for
Boys in San Francisco. It is the only
private elementary school for boys in the
city and Sue has recently been appointed
supervisor of the lower Division which
includes kindergarten through fourth
grade. According to Sue, ". . the ad-
ministrative part of the Lower Division is
pretty much in my hands. I will be doing
no teaching but am delighted at the
prospect of this new challenge."
1956
CORRESPONDENT: Barbara Hostage, 60
Briarcliff Road, Hamden 18, Conn.
MARRIED: Sally Whittemore to Meredith
William Elliott on July 1, '60 (Bill and
Sally have bought a home in Great
Neck and are having fun fixing it up. Bill
is an engineer with the telephone com-
pany in NYC and Sally retired in June
from teaching kindergarten in Garden
City): Margee Zellers to Gordon K. Leoci
on Mar. 18, '61 (Carole Awad Hunt and
Marcia Mills were two of Margee's at-
tendants. )
BORN: to) Ted and Marilyn Dunn Mapes
a daughter, Deborah Ellen, on Feb. 26,
'60. (In March of '61 Ted and Marilyn
moved to Massachusetts, where Ted has
a job with Massa labs, a division of
Cohu Electronics): to John and Cindy
Van Der Kat' Kirch a second son, Eric, on
June 4, '60. (Cindy is active in the Junior
League and has been busy with a project
of setting up a House of Science for
children in her area): to Howard and Sue
Schwartz Gorham a son, -Eric Bruce, on
Oct. 3, '60. (Howard is both an attorney
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and a CPA; Sue has become active in the
LWV); to Dwight and Marilyn Mason
Ramsay a second child, first daughter,
Susan, on Oct. 19. '60. (Dwight and
Marilyn have bought a small house in
Miami, which they love); to Lucky and
Judy Rosoff Shore a son, Martin Jr. on
Oct. 19, '60; to Lou and janie Haynes
Du Plessis a third son on Nov. 3, '60.
(Lou and Janie find life in Durham,
N. H., where the Univ. of N. H. is
located, busy and almost like being back
in college. (Ibey both hope to take ad-
vantage of their location and work
towards their master's): to Jack and
Sheila Schechtman lVeinberg a son, How-
ard Seth, on Nov. 25, '60, (Howard was
born on the same day as JFK Jr. Coinci-
dentally Sheila and Jack's daughter was
born on the same day as Caroline Ken-
nedy) ; to Bill and Louise Keddie Con-
stantine a third child, first son, Peter
Basil, on Dec. 23: to Victor and Marina
Cberemsbensey Tcbelisicbei] a second
child, first son, Andre, on Jan. 21.
(Victor and Marina are living in Cali-
fornia where Victor is a civil engineer.
Their daughter, Kiera, was born on Dec.
28, '58); to Stephen and Pbyliis Catalano
Yates a second daughter, Janet Alexandra,
on Feb. 7; to Walter and Jean Pentz
Leonard a second daughter, Virginia Bee,
on Feb. 11. (Walter and Jean moved
again recently - the sixth time in four
years.}: to Phil and Ellie Bannon H ermalJ
a daughter, Amy Lisbeth, on Mar. 21: to
Hod and Arlyn Clore Lippincott a second
child, first daughter, Arlyn Grafton, on
Apr. 5. (Arlyn sees Moe Martin quite often
and reports that Moe has left her book-
store in Lake Forest and is working in
NYC. Arlyn also sees a lot of jean Pentz
Leonard and a little of Prudy Murphy
Parris); to John and joyce Fletcher Keith
a son, James Douglas, on Apr. 23: to
Sonny and his Meinik Orlovitz a second
son, Steven Mark, on Apr. 26: to Tom
and Esther Pickard IVachteli a daughter,
Wendy Anne, on May 5, the birthday of
their son, Roger.
David and judy Gregory Bowes have
recently moved to St. Louis, where Dave
is going to report for the Post Dispatch,
Daniel and Mitzi Rodgers Rak and their
two sons are back in Maryland after a
three-year tour of duty in the Air Force.
Dan is now a lawyer for the Martin Co.
Ted and Sally Eustis Gerkin have their
home in Miami. Sally takes care of
their two sons, Billy and Tommy, while
Ted is the Executive Officer of the Coast
Guard cutter 'Bramble.' Sally has also
been active in the c.G. Wives Club dur-
ing the past year.
Vicki Tydlacka Bakker moved recently
to Massachusetts where husband Martin
has accepted a job as a research physicist
with Transitron, Inc., an electronics
firm. Howard and Bonye Fisher Norton
are spending this summer in Europe, where
Howard is participating in a clergy staff
seminar. In September Howard will start
his new position as chaplain and head of
the dept. of sacred studies at Pom-
fret School in Connecticut. I was
busy from February to April of this year
in a local community theater group. For
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the first time a musical was attempted and
we had lots of fun with L'il Abner. I
was in the chorus and enjoyed myself
immensely. The play was a big success
for both the cast and the audience.
1957
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Robert A. Johnson
(Judith Crouch), Kings Highway, Groton,
Conn.
BORN: to Tom and Gerri Maher Regan
a son, Timothy Charles, on Jan. 28 in
Andover, Mass.: to Stanley and Patty
Rasbba Levine a third child, David Robert,
on Feb. 3: to Bob and Wendy Allen
Wheele1' a son, Daniel Borden, on Feb. 8.
(Bob has finished the MAT program at
Yale and will be teaching history at the
Shaker Heights High School in Cleveland
come fall); to Bill and Barbara Garlock
Hinckley a son, William Frederic Ill, on
Feb. 28. (Boo writes that not only are they
busy with their new home in East Long-
meadow, Mass., but she is president of the
alumnae association of MacDuffie School
for Girls in Springfield.): to Dick and
Norie Heston Shipley a son, Donald Lee,
on Mar. 25: to Henry and Sandy Horn
Elstein a first son, Bruce Lawrence, on
Apr. 10: to Stephen and Nora Richman
Alfred a second daughter, Lynda Beth, on
May 13. (Sister Debbie is now 2. Nora is
active in the Shaker Heights LWV): to
Joseph and Gyneib Harris Mooney a
daughter on June 1 in Kenitra, Morocco,
where her father is stationed with the
Navy.
Wayne and janet Larsen Carley re-
turned from Rangoon, Burma, last year
and are now in Guayaquil, Ecuador, where
Wa~ne is with the U.S. Foreign Service.
Their daughter, Meredith Stiles, was born
las~ Aug. 21. Bruce and Cerotyn Hoff-
hews Beal and their daughters, Elizabeth
and Katharine, are living in Lawton, Okla.
Bruce'! IS now a captain in the U.S. Army.
Bev Vahlteich Daigle is still delighted
with her job in research and development
at Stauffers. She writes that there is much
satisfaction in seeing go into production
foods on which they have worked for
some time. She added that Willie and
Mickey Mullican Lent and sons have
moved to Hawaii. Debbie Cohen Lewin-
SOil has been keeping up with her music
teachi~g. piano and studying compositio~
at JUllllard. She saw S1Iza11lte Meek in
New Y~rk w~ere Sue is sharing an apart-
me~t With LIZ Peer. Aud and Marti
Eliioi Spang have moved into their own
house in Schenectady and are happy that
they have an extra bedroom for company
Ed and Sadie Greene Berger are on th~
move to Pensacola, Fla., where Ed will
un:le~go .six months of flight surgeon's
tral.nmg ~n the Navy. They were in
Chicago m the spring for a medical con-
ference and stayed with Katie lindsay. The
day Sade wrote she was having lunch in
Boston with Nancy Crowell and Dusty
He:mbach Logan. Chuck and Diana
Witherspoon MaJllt have launched their
new sailboat, the "Sunshine" and are
thoroughly enjoying the wat~rs of Long
Island Sound this summer.
As for the johnsons, Bob is home from
his year of isolated duty in the Riyuku
Islands, south of Japan. Instead of moving
to Mississippi as we had expected, we'll
be staying in the New London area while
Bob teaches at the Academy.
1958
CO-CORRESPONDENTS: Jane Housemen, 16
East 54th St., New York 22, N, Y.
Mrs. Richard Parke (Carol Reeves). 504
W. llOth St., New York 25, N. Y.
MARRIED; Sylvia Pesiian to Dic.k Sarke-
sian on May 22, '60. The Serkesians
are now living in Arlington, a suburb of
Boston.
BORN: to Charles and Adele Stern Hertz
a daughter, Sara Anne, on Jan. 22: to
Daniel and Carol Fuhrer Berger a second
son, Joshua Lawrence, on Nov. 8, '60:
to Donald and Mat'y Ann Handley Hoy a
son, Timothy, on Mar. 8: to Richard and
Peggy Goldstein Marx a son, Jimmy, in
June '60: to Albert and judy Rpuein
Grollman a daughter, Diane Wendy, on
Feb. 14: to Bart and Marion Buker' .Miller
a daughter, Martha, in February.
Ann Frank is still working at l-,Ldical
Center in NYC but has found rime to
take a trip to the Virgin Islands and
Bermuda. Sue Beiosa Gould says that her
daughter Beth keeps her busy but they
are enjoying Air Force life in San
Francisco. She and Bill recently tick a
trip to Japan for three weeks and found
it thrilling. jean Daniels has been Irving
in South Vietnam, "land of tbe water
buffalo and guerrilla warfare by olght."
Jean works for the government during the
day and teaches English at night. She
has been able to visit Hong Kong,
Bangkok and Tokyo as well as ride in
sampans on small rivers in her area.
Gretchen Diefendorf Smith is working for
the Carnegie Foundation in New York on
a study called "The Federal Government
and Higher Education." She and Mary
Male Savage gave a party recently for
SalLy If/iisoJl Lovejoy which Peggotty
Namm and Sue Hirth attended.
Adele Stem Hertz is living in south-
western France. Charles is stationed at
the Fontenet Army Post as the command-
ing officer of the dispensary. They love
their location and will be sorry to leave
in June to return home. Evelyn Evatt
Salinger has been teaching sixth grade in
Urbana, IlL She completed her master's
in education at the Univ. of Illinois. She
and Gerhard plan to go to Brazil in
October where Gerhard will set up a low
temperature laboratory in Sao Paulo. Mary
Alln Handley Roy received her master's
in history from the Univ. of Connecticut
on June 11. judy Epstein Gvollman is
living in the Boston area where her hus-
band Albert begins his third and final
year of residency in internal medicine at
Boston Veterans' Administration Hospital.
Alma Cangiano Cooke taught algebra
this past year. She and her husband
plan to travel this summer in the States.
judy Crawford Smith and ber husband
Steve have become active with the Archives
of American Art - so much so that for
two 'weeks in late September, they are
going GO a State Department sponsored
air-lift '0 Europe with 58 other couples
from all ave! the U.S. to promote Ameri-
can art and artists abroad.
1959
CORjU:;~.l'ONDENT: Ann M. Seidel, 415 East
85th s., New York 28, N. Y.
MARhiED: Carlotta Espy to William
Parkhurst in Savannah, Ga., on Apr. 8.
(Vac.uicning from her teaching job at
Spence School in New York, Sally
Kellogg came through Savannah via St.
Thomas to be Lolly's maid of honor. The
Parkhursts are now living in Cleveland and
come September Bill starts law school.) :
Batb ..ra Kadlec to Edward Johnson on
Apr. 8 in Philadelphia: [eenneue Bremer
to Herbert Parker on Apr. 29 in NYC
(Now living in Jackson Heights, both
Parkers work in Manhattan, Jan as a
secretary in the publicity department of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Herb as
an eneineer.}: Emily Zahniser to Jerald
Baldr.dge on Apr. 22 in New Castle,
Pa (Emy Lou was attended by Ann
Seid. and her sister Margarethe '60. On
band for the celebration were Mary
Byn. l, now working in a Pittsburgh
advertising agency, judy Eichelberger who
fini-t-es her second year of teaching
junior high in Boston, Barbara Daley
Gilc- ".rt ex '59 and husband Charlie now
liviris; 10 'Birmingham, Mich., where
Charlie works for a steel corporation, and
Ted and Betsy Peck Foot, both of whom
are teaching in Fairfield, Conn.): Patricia
Young to Charles Hutchinson Jr. on June
18.
BORN: to Tom and Sue Meyers Allnian
a son, Thomas Lee III, on Apr. 29: to
Adrian and Sue Brink Butesb a son, Glenn
Eric, on May 29.
Barbara Bailey is headed east after
teaching a year in San Francisco to go on
a trip to Europe. Next fall she wJ11 be
teaching in New York. After an. ex-
tensive trip through Africa and the Middle
East, Miriam Matthews is now spendlOg
two months in Copenhagen visiting
friends. Mimsy writes of wild game
safaris in Africa, and a boat trip around
the Aegean Islands, after a tour of the
Greek architecture in Athens. In Europe
earlier this spring Glenna Holleran
traveled through Great Britain as a mem-
ber of the U.S. Women's Squash Rackets
Team. After the tournament ended she
toured Germany and Austria, taking ad-
vantage of good skiing areas. Gail Glid-
den Goodell writes of U.S. travels with
her husband Charles. After they had
two weeks in Sacramento, Air Force
orders headed them eastward where they
settled in Champaign, Ill., living in a
trailer for two months. Now in Big
Spring, Texas, Gail is doing volunteer
work at the Veterans Administration
Hospital in the x-ray laboratory.
Fran Kerrigan spent a week in New
York visiting jane T aylor after going to
Lolly Espy's wedding. At present Fran is
a bi-lingual secretary in a Chicago firm.
Sally Flannery Hanion has moved to a new
home in Pittsburgh, her fifth move since
she has been married. Sally and Clay have
two children, Clay Jr. and Margaret Elise,
born this past January. Now living at
home in Cleveland, Hope Gibson is work-
ing as a secretary in an architectural firm.
After teaching this year at Spence School
in New York, Sally Kellogg heads west
far a summer in San Francisco and Hawaii.
Carlene Newburg has just finished the first
lap toward her master's in teaching at
Harvard. This summer she will be prac-
tice teaching. Anne Frankel Robinson is
moving to Rochester, N. Y., where hus-
band Jim will be interning at Strong Mem-
orial Hospital. Jim graduated from Col-
umbia College of Physicians and Surgeons
this June.
Ex '59: Sheila Burke Griffith and husband
Colin live in Greenwich Village in a re-
converted brownstone. Sheila has recently
started a new job as a women's and chil-
dren's fashion copywriter for Abraham and
Straus. Married last December to Larry
Estes, Alice Patience Estes is now living
in Athens, Ohio. Larry is a botany major
at Ohio University and Alice works as a
research assistant to a geneticist and man-
ages to fit a small dog, gardening, a~d
designing and making her own clothes IO-
ta her spare time. Alice writes that Lyn
Menzie married Arthur Windsor last Aug-
ust and is now teaching in Indianapolis
after receiving her master's degree at In-
diana University last year.
1960
CO_CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. Robert Feni-
more (Edith Chase), 206 B Avon Road,
Haddonfield, N. J.
Susan M. Ryder, 73 Charles St., Boston,
Mass.
MARRIED: Buzzy Geeter to Michael Price
on June 10: Judith Vall Law to Michael
Loucks in Larchmont, N. Y. on June 10.
(Sue Montgome,.y was a bridesmaid and
many of the class of '60 attended.): Mary
Dawes to Robert Armknecht in Englewood,
N. J. on June 10. (lrene jackson and Can-
dy Kinny were in the wedding party.):
Linda Stallman to H. Alden Gibson in
New York: Elizabeth Hood to William
Wilson on June 17 in Winchester, Mass.
(Tommie Saunders and jill Reale were in
the wedding party.): Sally Feinberg to
Lewis Aronson on Aug. 7, '60: Brenda
Shannon to Kenneth Harvy in Washington,
D. C. on Sept. 7, '60: Louise Scbine ex
'60 to Dr. Jason Silverman in October '60.
(Diane Ze/by was a bridesmaid).
BORN to Elliott and judith Solloway Klei-
man ex '60 a son on March 23.
Nalley Donahue, our class thespian, spent
last summer in the Williamstown Summer
Theatre and this summer is working at the
Allenberry Playhouse in Pennsylvania. In
her own words, she is "now getting paid
for doing what I love best." Karen Tl7idder
Levett is living in New Haven teaching
kindergarten while husband David contin-
ues law school. Merry Lee Corwin is
working as a market research analyst for
Vick in NYC. Cyntbio Enloe has left New
York for California in pursuit of an MA
in political science. Another to leave the
big city was Mary Cornelius Schmitt, who,
with husband Bart, is working in a boys',
camp in New Hampshire for the summer.
Debbie Stern is teaching art to junior high
students in Pennsylvania, and is loving
every minute of it. Word has it that the
students are thriving on Debby enthusiasm.
Tommie Saunders has become director of
admissions at \'<falnut Hill School in Na-
tick, Mass., and is teaching two history
courses there. joa-n Hemenway has almost
a duplicate position at the Ethel Walker
School.
Ray and Jean Curtiss Britt ex '60 have
left with son Rett for the wide open spaces
of Texas where Ray has taken a job with
Texas Instruments.
It is too bad that more of our class
could not attend the reunion but word has
it that the Wertheim twins and Cynni e
Enloe asked enough questions at the Alum-
nae College to uphold the honor of all of
the Class of '60.
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,The 50th Anniversary Celebration
Alumnae Day will be combined with the 50th Anniversary Celebration of Connec-
ticut College on Friday, October 20th and Saturday, October 21st, 1961.
PROGRAM
* Friday 8:30 P: m. Jose Limon and Company Palmer Auditorium
* Saturday 11: 00 a. m. Academic Convocation Palmer Auditorium
Speaker: Dr. Hannah Arendt, author and political scientist
Music for the occasion composed by Martha Alter
v "UUOJ 'uOPU01 .eN"eAy, U·1;e~o.·l!iZ
B:Il:llH '".i1 ell,Joeo ",S,Jll
Saturday 12: 30 p. m. Reception given by the Board of Trustees Crozier-Williams
Saturday 1: 15 p. m. Luncheon for Special Guests
* Other luncheons in dormitories
Crozier-Williams
Saturday afternoon
Corner-stone laying ceremony for complex
Helen Boatwright, Soprano
of new dormitories Song Recital,
Lyman Allyn Museum
Events marked * require tickets. A number of seats have been set aside for Alumnae.
When you receive your official announcement in the mail, send in your reservations
promptly.
There will be no program this year for prospective students.
